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The life and legacy
of the enigmatic

artist and instructor

Art McKay





At first, University of Regina photographer Trevor Hopkin was up in the air about photographing the U of R campus from a small plane — until he saw
the view. The late September afternoon, filled with brilliant autumn hues and crystal clear light, turned out to be one picture-perfect day. This photo was
snapped by the pilot, Jennifer Beaver.
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I have been the editor of the
University of Regina magazine
since 2003. In that time, I’ve
learned two things sitting in
the chair behind the Degrees
editor’s desk: One is that
cotton pants tend to wrinkle
at the tops of the thighs and
at the knees. The other is that
I’m always turning up
surprising connections working
on the stories that find their
way into the magazine.
Sometimes the connections
are between people within the
same issue, sometimes they
are between people in
different issues, and
sometimes those connections
are linked to outside elements.
But always, they are there. I
like to call this phenomenon
the six Degrees of separation.
Here are a few examples of
the dots I connected in this
issue.

The “Hey, where do I know
you from?” connection: It
wasn’t that long ago, in these
very pages, that we introduced
you to a few new members of
the University of Regina
Senate. One of those newly
elected members we profiled
in the fall of 2008 was Elaine
Bourassa. Bourassa makes her
triumphant return in this issue
as this year’s Crowning
Achievement recipient in the
professional achievement
category. Meet her and the
other distinguished alumni in
a fun feature beginning on
page 8.

The “A picture is worth a
thousand words” connection:
In her story “Art for art’s
sake,” Anne Campbell takes a
look at the life and legacy of
Art McKay, the artist, instructor
and enigmatic member of the
Regina Five. A few years ago,
Campbell (no relation) co-
edited Regina's Secret Spaces:

Love and Lore of Local
Geography, which featured the
photography of Don Hall. Hall
is the University of Regina
Photography Department
manager and one of the
talented photographers whose
photographs really make this
magazine shine. (Take Hall’s
cover shot in this issue for
example.)

The “We are the King and
Queen of the world”
connection: Former professor
of microbiology Roy Cullimore
appeared on more than one
occasion in The Third Degree,
the University of Regina
magazine that preceded
Degrees. In this issue, he
appears in a story that
focusses on alumna Lori
Johnston. Cullimore has been a
mentor to Johnston and is the
person responsible for first
getting her into a tiny
submersible and diving four
kilometres below the surface
of the Atlantic to study the
bio-degradation of the metal
of the Titanic. How cool is
that?

The “I Google Maps-ed it”
connection: Alumni Jennifer
Arends and Justin Messner’s
story “Walking the walk” is
about their 800-kilometre
pilgrimage to Santiago de
Compostello — on foot! The
Way of St James, as it’s known
in English, has attracted
pilgrims for more than 1,000
years. The pilgrimage ends in
the Cathedral of Santiago de
Compostela where the relics of
St James are housed. Six
months before Arends and
Messner stood in the grand
cathedral, another graduate,
Mike Boles, was standing in
exactly the same spot. Boles,
by the way, is the subject of
another story in this issue
called “Mike on bike.” Boles is

a journalism school graduate
who, disgruntled with his life,
sold all his worldly
possessions, bought a bike
and started pedalling. That
was 15 months and 23,000
kilometres ago.

The “He is a Boyle on his
mother’s side” connection: I
first connected with the
aforementioned Boles about
six months ago when I sent
him an e-mail suggesting we
do a story in an upcoming
Degrees. “Let's definitely do a
piece for the fall,” was the
enthusiastic response he e-
mailed me from an Internet
café in Italy. Since then, we
have gotten to know each
other as much as that’s
possible through infrequent e-
mails from half a world away.
Boles is from Brandon,
Manitoba. Brandon is just 50
kilometres from where my
maternal great-great
grandfather homesteaded —
his name also Boles. Turns out
there’s a decent chance that
Mike and I are related. I told
him I would buy him a pint
when (if?) he returns to
Regina. That would give us the
chance to chat about his
adventure and maybe figure
out if we are, in fact, long-lost
cousins.

The ”It’s your turn”
connection: Okay, this one is
more of a request than a
connection. Really, it’s a
request for you to make a
connection to us. We love it
when you do. Please, keep
those e-mails and letters
coming. Tell us what we are
doing right and let us know
where we can make
improvements. Send us your
story ideas or just drop us a
note and tell us what you’ve
been up to lately. You’ll find
all our contact information on

the facing page. We look
forward to hearing from you
and trust you will enjoy
reading this issue of Degrees.

As for me, I am going out now
to get a pair of wrinkle-free
pants.

Greg Campbell
Editor
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President’s Note
Those of you who live in and
around Regina and Moose Jaw
may have seen elements of the
University of Regina’s new
advertising campaign. The
campaign includes digital
billboards, mall posters, bus
wraps as well as some other
advertising mediums including
social media marketing that
extends across the province.
The campaign is built around
what I believe to be one of the
greatest strengths of a
University of Regina education –
the UR Guarantee.
I’m very pleased to report

that since the start of the fall
2010 semester we have had
nearly 300 students register for
the UR Guarantee program.
These students are not only
receiving comprehensive
educational support and career
counselling, they’re also getting
a one-of-a-kind promise offered
by no other post-secondary
institution in Canada.
Throughout their

undergraduate study, students
in the UR Guarantee program
take part in valuable leadership
and academic opportunities
that help them make the most
of their university experience
and fully prepare them for
successful career launches. After
completing the program
requirements, if graduates don’t
successfully launch their career
within six months, the
University of Regina will cover
the costs for 30 credit hours
worth of tuition.
I am proud of the UR

Guarantee because it’s so
reflective of our strategic plan,

mâmawohkamâtowin: Our Work,
Our People, Our Communities,
which guides us as we provide
quality education and relevant
student experience. We think
the UR Guarantee speaks
volumes about our confidence
in our students and the
education they receive at the
University of Regina.
Whether it’s due to the UR

Guarantee or other factors, the
good news for us at the
University is that once again
our enrolments are up, marking
the second straight fall
enrolment increase.
Increasing enrolments are

adding to an already busy yet
exciting time. This fall we have
once again embarked on our
annual Community Connections
tour that takes us off campus
and outside of Regina to visit
several communities around the
province.
The first stop on the

Community Connections tour
was in Melville in October. The
Faculty of Education’s “Talkin’
About School and Society”
discussion series, led by
Education faculty members and
University alumni, engaged
Melville area residents on the
subject of technology in the
classroom.
The Community Connections

concept is one way that the
University delivers on its
commitment to increase our
presence across the province. It
also allows us to demonstrate
to new audiences our
dedication to excellence in
teaching, research and
community service. Our next

Community Connections stop
will take us to Estevan where
the Faculty of Science will host
an event profiling oil and gas
research, a topic with much
relevance to the area.
I get a tremendous amount

of satisfaction from visiting
cities and towns around the
province to strengthen our
educational and community
partnerships. This provides me
with the opportunity to meet
University of Regina alumni and
speak with people from all
walks of life about the
University.
The Community Connections

tour will continue into 2011, a
most significant year for the
University of Regina. It was in
1911 that a small high school
was established in Regina by
the Methodist Church. Regina
College, as it was known, was
the predecessor of the Regina
Campus of the University of
Saskatchewan, the institution
that became the University of
Regina, an independent degree-
granting institution in 1974.
The coming of age of the

University has coincided with
our ever-increasing commitment
to the pursuit of excellence in
teaching, research and public
service.
Throughout the decades the

University of Regina has
become the alma mater of
56,000 people from
Saskatchewan and around the
globe. Our alumni continue to
contribute to the betterment of
society in countless fashions.
We are in the planning stages
of numerous special projects

and events that will bring us all
together next year to celebrate
a century of excellence in
education.
Next year is also the 30th

anniversary of the University of
Regina’s formal relationship with
China, a claim that cannot be
made by any other Canadian
university. The relationship
began with one agreement in
1981 and since then, has grown
to include more than 50
Chinese institutions and
resulted in many joint
programs, exchanges and
innovative research projects.
Today, the vast majority of our
international students hail from
China.
As you can see, the

foreseeable future has many
interesting and exciting things
in store for the University of
Regina. It will continue to be a
busy but most enjoyable time. I
hope that in some way, big or
small, you can join us to
celebrate all the successes of
the University of Regina.

Vianne Timmons
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Briefly

The largest estate gift in the
history of the University of
Regina has created the William
Borden Ingram Award. The
endowment of more than $1.2
million will fund two students
entering the Faculty of Arts for
a total of $5,750 each year, or
$23,000 over the course of
their four-year degree program.
Ingram grew up in Wolseley,

Sask. He attended the Regina
College from 1928–29 and
completed his degree at the
University of Saskatchewan in
1930. Following his service in
the Second World War, he
worked as an accountant at the
Consumers’ Co-operative
Refineries Limited in Regina for
30 years until his retirement.
Ingram was a strong supporter
of liberal arts education and
believed the purpose of
education was to increase the
enjoyment of life. Eligibility
requirements and application
deadline for the William Borden
Ingram Award are located at
www.uregina.ca/awards.

Rawlco Radio has donated
$30,000 to establish a new
University of Regina scholarship
for First Nations or Métis
students pursuing a master’s of
business administration degree.
The Rawlco Aboriginal Graduate
Scholarship in Business will be
awarded in three annual
instalments of $10,000 each.
The scholarship will be
awarded to a self-declared
Aboriginal student enrolled in
the master of business
administration program at the

Kenneth Levene Graduate
School of Business.

Jon Montgomery, who won the
gold medal in skeleton at the
Vancouver Olympics earlier this
year, was the guest speaker at
the inaugural University of
Regina President’s Breakfast for
Athletics on September 14.
Montgomery is perhaps best
remembered for his carefree
spirit that led him to stride
down a Whistler, B.C., street
after his win, pitcher of beer in
hand. The President’s Breakfast
for Athletics, which replaces the
Cougars Dinner as the
University’s major athletic fund-
raiser, raised about $50,000 for
program enhancements for the
school’s athletic teams.

Rick Ruddell BSW’87, a
graduate with extensive
experience in academia and the
criminal justice system, has
been appointed Research Chair
in Police Studies. The position
is funded by a $2.5 million
endowment from the Law
Foundation of Saskatchewan.
Ruddell will conduct research
with a focus on Aboriginal
policing, gangs and the
operation of justice systems in
rural and remote communities.
He will also be teaching and
contributing to the ongoing
development of the Police
Studies and Justice Studies
programs in the Faculty of Arts.
The University of Regina’s
Police Studies program is the
only one in Canada to offer
both a bachelor of arts and a
master of arts in police studies.

The University’s Canadian
Plains Research Center (CPRC)
is continuing to partner with
the Leader-Post to help
children learn to read.
President Vianne Timmons
recently presented a cheque for
$6,388 to the Leader-Post in
support of the CanWest Raise-
A-Reader campaign, a national
initiative of the CanWest
newspaper chain. Two CanWest
newspapers—the Saskatoon
Star-Phoenix and the Regina
Leader-Post—have a joint
project with the publishing arm
of the U of R’s Canadian Plains
Research Center. Proceeds from
selected CPRC books go to
Raise-A-Reader. The most
recent donation of $6,388
covers partial proceeds from
the CPRC book Paper Cows and
More Sasaktchewan Crime
Stories by Leader-Post reporter
Barb Pacholik BAJ&C’87 and
her former colleague at the
Leader-Post Jana Pruden.

Kathleen Wall, a faculty
member in the Department of
English, launched her first
novel Blue Duets on September
15. Wall has been a professor
at the University since 1990. In
2001, she won the Alumni
Association Award for
Excellence in Undergraduate
Teaching. She has won a Major
Manuscript award from the
Saskatchewan Writer’s Guild for
her poetry collection Time’s
Body. Jeanette Lynes, author of
The Factory Voice, says of the
novel, “An impressive debut.
Kathleen Wall tells a compelling
story of grieving and loss with
grace, dignity and peppery

humour.” The book is available
at the University Bookstore.

Congratulations

Lauren Gabrielle Fournier BA’10
was awarded the President’s
Medal at the fall ceremony. The
arts and culture major
graduated with great distinction
from the Faculty of Fine Arts.
She is the first graduate of the
interdisciplinary program
offered jointly by the faculties
of Arts and Fine Arts and Luther
College. The award is
presented to a student
receiving a first degree with a
minimum average of 80 per
cent who has shown leadership
in and commitment to extra-
curricular activities.

Nick Carleton BAdmin’01,
BA(Hons)’02, MA’05, PhD’10
received the President’s
Distinguished Graduate Student
Award at the fall convocation
on October 16. The award is
presented to the student who
demonstrated outstanding
academic performance in their
graduate program, and has
achieved an exceptional thesis,
exhibition or performance and
corresponding defence. (See
page 12.)

Tom Shepherd LLD
(Honorary)’10, a well-known
Regina community volunteer
and past president of the
Saskatchewan Roughriders, was
presented an honorary doctor
of laws degree at the fall
convocation. Shepherd is best
known for volunteer work with

Left: President Timmons presents
a cheque to (left to right)

Lori Berthiaume, Jana Pruden and
Barb Pacholik of the Leader-Post’s

Raise-a-Reader campaign.
Right: Kathleen Wall.
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the Saskatchewan Roughriders.
Since he began as a volunteer
in 1966, Shepherd has served
as director, treasurer and
president of the Roughriders.

Thirty-six years after he was a
student at Luther College, and
following an international
search, Bryan Hillis BA’78 was
installed as president of Luther
College on September 19.
Following his graduation, Hillis
went on to study at Oxford
University on a Rhodes
Scholarship and the University
of Chicago where he earned his
PhD in the history of
Christianity. He returned to
Luther College in 1989 to teach
religious studies. Hillis replaced
Bruce Pearlson, who was
named president in 2005.

The University of Regina alumni
who were recipients of this
year’s Campion College Alumni
of Distinction Awards are Carrie
Bourassa BA(Hons)’95, an
associate professor in the
Department of Science at First
Nations University of Canada;
Robert Currie BA’80, the
director of education for Regina
Catholic Schools; and Rose
Mary Hartney BA’71, a retired
teacher and former vice-
principal at Vanier Collegiate.
The College also hands out
awards to its Campion High
School alumni.

The two recipients of this year’s
Red Cross Power of Humanity
awards each have U of R
associations. Alumnus David
Millar BSc’81 was the
Humanitarian Award recipient.

Miller has been an active
volunteer for more than
30 years at the community,
provincial and national level.
He has served with the Regina
Rowing Club, the Saskatchewan
Rowing Association and
SaskSport as a member,
director and president, helping
to organize numerous events.
Over the past 30 years he has
also served the Mental Health
Association of Saskatchewan,
Regina Seniors Symphony
program, Globe Theatre Society
and SaskCulture’s Creative Kids
program.

Kaytlyn Barber, a student in the
Faculty of Business
Administration and the vice-
president (External) for the
University of Regina Students’
Union, received the Young
Humanitarian Award. Barber
began volunteering in
elementary school. At age 16,
she created an intramural
program to include all South
Shore Elementary School
students in Regina Beach—a
program still active today. Her
extensive involvement in
helping others includes running
food hamper drives, helping to
organize a bullying prevention
campaign, regularly volunteering
at the North Central Family
Centre and creating a transition
program for Grade 9 students
who are transferring schools.
She has also assisted with
numerous fund-raisers for
Canadian Red Cross, Regina
Food Bank and United Way. She
is the granddaughter of former
University of Regina president
Lloyd Barber.

Six students from the Faculty of
Business Administration have
been selected to take part in a
special partnership program
with one of Canada’s leading
business schools. Paul J. Hill
School business students Derek
Fleck, Kristin Gomersall, Logan
Hutt, Jennifer Marlowe,
Monique Paproski and Sawyer
Swan are the recipients of the
2012 Hill-Ivey Scholarships. The
scholarships provide the
opportunity for students to get
an exceptional education at the
Paul J. Hill School of Business
in their first two years of
university and receive $40,000
to spend their third and fourth
years at the Richard Ivey
School of Business at the
University of Western Ontario.
The Hill-Ivey scholarships
ensure a total of 30 students
will each receive $40,000 to
support their business
education. The first scholarship
winners were announced in
September 2008.
In addition, the Paul J. Hill

School of Business also
announced 10 recipients of the
Hill Scholarship in Business
Ethics. Jessica Baer, Jordan
Fenwick, Janessa Hegel,
Kimberly Hiebert, Kelsey
Hudym, Matthew Klinger, Kayla
Kozan, Taylor Mountain, Brett
Pelzer and Basit Sami will each
received $2,500 to study
ethical business practices.

A documentary film produced
by journalism students at the
University of Regina won a
national award at the Human
Rights DocFest in Toronto in
July. Denendeh is a film about

how “forced isolation and
assimilation of Aboriginal
peoples stole their identity and
independence in the
Saskatchewan community of
La Loche.” The film was
created by a group of fourth-
year journalism students, and
was the winner in the small
budget (under $1,000) category.
The film was directed by Kent
Morrison BAJ’10 and Karin
Yeske BAJ’10. Fellow journalism
students Sarah Fitzgerald
BAJ’10, Kellah Lavoie BAJ’10,
Annie Mcleod BJ’10 and Molly
Thomas BAJ’10 also worked on
the production.

Research news

Thanks to primary funding from
the Canadian Chiropractic
Research Foundation (CCRF),
the University has established
the Chiropractic Research Chair
in Neuromusculoskeletal Health
to be housed in the Faculty of
Kinesiology and Health Studies.
Paul Bruno, a former faculty
member at the Anglo-European
College of Chiropractic in
Bournemouth, England,
assumed the role of the
Chiropractic Research Chair in
July. The $500,000 gift will
bolster the University’s already
rich health research enterprise
and contribute to the health
and well being of our
community. Bruno, who has a
five-year term, will work with
collaborative research clusters
that are in place at the
University of Regina, including
the Dr. Paul Schwann Applied
Health and Research Centre,

Left: Bryan Hillis.
Right: Kaytlyn Barber.
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Falls Prevention Laboratory,
Neuromechanical Research
Centre, Healthy Aging
Laboratory and Exercise
Physiology Laboratory.

The University of Regina and
Innovation Place installed a
3.5kW Cleanfield Vertical Axis
Wind Turbine on the penthouse
of a south campus building
roof on June 15, Global Wind
Day. It is the first wind turbine
in the city of Regina to be
connected to SaskPower’s
electrical grid through net
metering. Energy generated
from the turbine will contribute
directly to the electrical power
supply of the University and
reducing energy consumption
from fossil fuels, and provide a
practical research application in
alternative energies. The wind
turbine will also be used to
educate students, as well as
the wider community, about
alternative energy technologies.
The installation is part of the
University of Regina’s long-term
commitment to sustainability
through its 2009–2014 strategic
plan.

Andrew Freywald of the
Department of Chemistry and
Biochemistry has received
$343,962 from the Canadian
Institutes of Health Research
and the Canadian Breast Cancer
Research Alliance to examine
what drives aggressive
behaviour in breast cancer
cells. Breast cancer is a leading
cause of cancer-related
mortality among Canadian
women with approximately
22,000 new cases being
diagnosed each year. His
research project will study the
molecular mechanism triggering
breast cancer invasiveness,
which is responsible for more
than 90 per cent of breast-
cancer-related deaths.

The Social Science and
Humanities Research Council
has awarded University of
Regina researchers more than

$240,000 in research funding
to the following:

Margot Hurlburt BAdmin’86
of the Faculty of Arts will focus
her research on the importance
of community participation in
local water governance and
environmental decisions
through watershed planning.
This research will help reduce
the vulnerability of
communities to climate change
by integrating local people into
water management decision-
making.

Sheila Petty of the Faculty of
Fine Arts will explore the notion
that African cinema is and
always has been a travelling
cinema, created at the
interstices of competing
histories, cultures and
economic impulses, and that
African identity is produced by
local and global forces.
Through this project,
“Afropolitanism and Traveling
Aesthetics in African Cinema,”
she will search for a
methodology to account for the
multiple expressions of African
narrative and cinematic
esthetics present in
contemporary African cinema.

Jeanne Shami of the Faculty
of Arts will explore the political,
religious and cultural
significance of early modern
English sermons, in particular
the scholarly advancement of
John Donne studies through her
research on Donne’s Sermons
and Letters for Oxford
University Press, and Donne’s
Verse Letters for the Donne
Variorum Project. Her work on
Women and Sermons in Early
Modern Sermons (1517–1688)
will demonstrate the cultural
significance of sermons as they
pertain to the role of women in
the development of the Church
in England after the Reformation.
By showing how women
participated in sermon culture
as patrons, consumers and
domestic preachers of sermons,
as well as the subjects of
them, this work will continue
the intellectual inquiry that

humanities scholars bring to
religious and political debate in
early modern culture.
In the “Aboriginal Research

Grant” category, Brigette Krieg
BSW’98 of the Faculty of Social
Work received funding for her
community-based research with
Aboriginal communities. The
project involves working with
Aboriginal women who have
experienced homelessness and
incarceration to assist them
with finding ways to use their
knowledge, experience and
skills to make a difference for
themselves. The research with
Aboriginal women will provide
a model of Aboriginal-infused
community-based research and
strong foundation to support a
program aimed at promoting
voices of Aboriginal women
oppressed by poverty,
homelessness and
incarceration. In the “Aid to
Research Workshops and

Conferences in Canada”
category, Charity Marsh of the
Faculty of Fine Arts received
funding for her conference
“Spaces of Violence, Sites of
Resistance: Music, Media and
Performance.” This
international, bilingual
conference offered a variety of
perspectives on themes
including music and
geopolitics; music and racism;
music as a politics of
resistance; music and
globalization; and music, media
and new genres. The
conference will be followed by
the publication of the
proceedings in scholarly
journals as well as online.

YOURblog
Your Official University of  Regina Blog

The U of R’s story is your story.   
Make YOURblog something worth sharing.  

Read. Contribute. Discuss.

www2.uregina.ca/yourblog

A Quick Response (QR) code is a two-
dimensional code that can be scanned 
by smartphone cameras (e.g. iPhones) to 
automatically pull up text, photos, videos, 
music and URLs. 

Step 1: Download a QR code App   
Step 2: Scan the code   
Step 3: Enjoy! 

What is 
this?
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1) How to integrate academics into my work— life balance.
Doing my degree as an adult learner taught me how to add
going back to university into the mesh of my activities and
responsibilities.

2) I think that alumni and their universities need to live
together as part of the community. They need to stay in
touch, and they need to interact. I think that the main
obligations that alumni have are simply to keep in touch and
to bring credit to the education they received.

3) First, I’d pay off mortgages and bills for my family
members. Secondly, I would look at ways to make the funds
benefit my favourite not-for-profits. Finally, I would want to
use the new-found capacity to visit dive sites around the
world with my group of dive buddies.

4) Jimmy Buffett’s Fruitcakes. What could be more
appropriate for a desert island than Jimmy Buffett?

5) Jim Belushi.

6) If I were to have a dinner party, I’d seat a table with my
maternal grandfather Samuel Wright, Mark Twain, Jacques
Cousteau, Nelson Mandela, Robbie Burns, Jimmy Buffett,
Pierre Trudeau, my wife Mary Ann and my son. That would
be a raucous and entertaining meal. If I could only choose
one of them, it would have to be Mary Ann, she gives me a
lot of joy.

7) Isla Mujeres, off the coast of the Yucatan. It’s an east flight
from Vancouver, the diving is good, the people are very
friendly, the seafood is great, and it’s very small and laid
back.

8

with the 2010
Alumni Crowning

Achievement
Awards recipients

Twominutes

Lifetime Achievement Award
Frank Fowlie BHJ’92

This year marks the sixth University of
Regina Alumni Crowning Achievement
Awards, the annual coronation of the
U of R’s most deserving graduates. We
sat down with each of the outstanding
individuals that make up this year’s
distinguished alumni and asked them the
questions that inquiring minds want to
know. You can learn more about this
year’s recipients by directing your browser
to www.uregina.ca/alumni/acaa.htm.Photos and photo manipulation by Don Hall,

University of Regina Photography Department.
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1) That there are so many sides to an issue so listen to what
others have to say. Learn from those around you— not every
lesson can be found in a textbook.

2) To be an ambassador in the community for the University
of Regina.

3) Serious?? Okay. I’d buy the Tampa Bay Lightning NHL
team and bring them to Regina.

4) In-A-Gadda-Da-Vida by Iron Butterfly because the darn
song never ends.

5) Katherine Hepburn.

6) Mark Twain. What goes better with fine food than wine
and laughter?

7) Italy — beautiful country, wonderful people, history at
every turn. I once viewed the Sistine Chapel with a private
guide. What an experience!

THE QUESTIONS
1) What was the most valuable lesson you learned at university?
2) What obligation, if any, do U of R alumni have to give back to the University?
3) If you won $20 million in the lottery, what would you do with the money?
4) You’re stranded on a desert island — what music album would you most want to have with you?
5) If Hollywood made a movie about your life, whom would you want to portray you?
6) If you could have dinner with any person, famous or not, living or dead, real or fictional, with

whom would it be?
7) What’s your favourite travel destination?

Award for Professional Achievement
Elaine Bourassa BAdmin’84
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1) The ability to research, draw conclusions and present
ideas in a way that makes sense to reader or listener. In
looking back I could summarize by saying the U of R helped
further develop my communication and literacy skills.

2) Support for the U of R through scholarships and other
ways is always required in a financial capacity with
whatever funds a person can give based on their other
valuable community contributions. Moral support, actively
being involved in surveys, committees and attendance at
U of R events also helps to promote the institution.

3) I would first of all provide for family members with
various trust funds. I would provide funds for programs
focussed on youth participation programs in athletics, music
and programs that teach youth to work with their hands.
Probably waste the rest on some new farm equipment!

4) Any early Beatles album.

5) George Clooney.

6) I would have to say my wife, Jan; she is an incredible
person and, I might add, a University of Regina graduate.

7) Phoenix, Arizona. It has mild weather during our cold
winters with lots of sun and, most importantly, very little or
no wind. The golfing isn’t too tough to take either.

with the 2010
Alumni Crowning
Achievement
Awards recipients

Twominutescontinued

Award for Distinguished Humanitarian and Community Service
Doug Folk PGDEA’89, MEd’93
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1) For the first time ever to be solely responsible for
something very important to me and my future —my own
education. I also enjoyed the wonderful feeling of “control”
that went along with that.

2) Everyone has an obligation to give back. I liken it to the
responsibility one has to his/her own parents and the
support can take many forms.

3) I’m sorry but I would rather spend my time thinking
about what to invest in with moneys that I know that I
control.

4) The Best of Roy Orbison. If I turn it up loud enough I almost
believe I can sing.

5) Kiefer Sutherland.

6) My late father.

7) The Cook Islands. Because it was the first big shared
experience with Leslie to whom I would eventually marry
and have two adorable children.

THE QUESTIONS
1) What was the most valuable lesson you learned at university?
2) What obligation, if any, do U of R alumni have to give back to the University?
3) If you won $20 million in the lottery, what would you do with the money?
4) You’re stranded on a desert island — what music album would you most want to have with you?
5) If Hollywood made a movie about your life, whom would you want to portray you?
6) If you could have dinner with any person, famous or not, living or dead, real or fictional, with whom

would it be?
7) What’s your favourite travel destination?

Dr. Robert and Norma Ferguson Award for Outstanding Service to the University and the
University of Regina Alumni Association
Garth Fredrickson BA’79
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1) We are limited only by ourselves.

2) I believe that every graduate should find some way— not
necessarily through direct financial contributions, even
though such contributions are critical — to help ensure
future generations have access to at least as many resources
as the alumni enjoyed to support their education. Support
can be financial, but it can also be through in-kind
donations, volunteering, participating in research and voting
to support education, to name only a few.

3) First, I’d invest it until I had enough to look after my
family needs for the foreseeable future. Second, I’d invest the
surplus as seed funding for a much-needed psychology
building for the campus.

4) Great Big Sea — old-school songs that encourage partying
and participation are good for almost all occasions. Plus, I
think it would be quite fitting for such circumstances.

5) I can’t imagine Hollywood wanting to make a movie
about my life. That said, I suppose right now I’d probably
hope for Chris Pine.

6) Elon Musk.

7) The Caribbean— I’ve never been anywhere so relaxing
and peaceful as on a warm white sand beach listening to the
ocean.

with the 2010
Alumni Crowning
Achievement
Awards recipients

Twominutescontinued

Outstanding Young Alumnus
Nick Carleton BAdmin’01, BA(Hons)’02, MA’05, Phd’10
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Art McKay photographed by University of Regina photographer Don Hall in 1975.
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By Anne Campbell
Photos by Don Hall and courtesy of Anne Campbell and University of Regina Archives and Special Collections.

In 1961, the National Gallery of Canada’s circulating exhibition Five Painters
from Regina shone the national spotlight on five painters from the Queen
City. Now, on the brink of a half century after that famous “Regina Five”
exhibition, and 10 years after the death of the group’s most enigmatic
member, Anne Campbell looks back on the life and legacy of former
University of Regina art instructor Arthur Fortescue McKay.

t was agreed by all. Former University of Regina art
instructor Arthur McKay was an extraordinary man.
“A force of nature.”
“You couldn’t help but like the guy.”

“An amazing artist.”
While the facts of Art McKay’s life are straightforward,

he was a man not easily pinned down; stories about him,
as often as not, revealed more about the nature of the
person being interviewed than they told about McKay, as
though his persona was large enough to encompass
greatly diverse aspects of human nature.
McKay’s straightforward life began in northern

Saskatchewan in Nipawin where he was born in a Red
Cross hospital in 1926— but these simple facts don’t
describe the power of the pine-scented north that
animated McKay all of his life. In an interview with
curator Joan Murray, McKay said he felt “more at home in
the middle of the lake in a cabin cruiser in a storm than
he did at a committee meeting.” Yet, students recall again
and again, committee meetings aside, a sensitive,
encouraging and, most importantly, helpful teacher, albeit
one always ready for a field trip.
Artist and art teacher Carol Casswell, a student in the

fine arts program during the late ’60s and early ’70s, said
of McKay, “He was a grand teacher, both as a professor and
as a mentor. He was always quietly present in the room,
watching students work, saying just the right word at the
right time. Sometimes he would disappear only to return
with exactly the right visual connection to what he might
have been saying, perhaps a reference in a book or a
newspaper, always placing the art undertaking within a
larger world context.”
Though McKay was a long-time, well-loved teacher in

Regina, he remained, essentially, a man of the north, as
connected to his Hudson Bay Company fur trading and
Anglican missionary families as he was to any present-day
setting.
The first McKay, John, arrived in Canada in the mid-

1700s; according to some records, even earlier. From that
time, right up to the generation of McKay’s father, family

members earned their living, continuously, within the
Hudson Bay Company. McKay’s maternal grandfather was
the Right Reverend Jervois Newnham, Anglican Bishop of
Saskatchewan. Married to the daughter of the Anglican
Bishop of Montreal, he made his way north and west, first
to Hudson Bay, Saskatchewan, and then to Prince Albert.
McKay’s first five years in Nipawin, where his father

had set up a law practice after the Great War, in which he
and McKay’s mother served, were idyllic. The next five
years inWinnipeg followed by five years in Prince Albert
were equally pleasurable, all full of outdoor adventures
whether inWinnipeg along the Red River roaming with
newfound friends, learning to swim and ice skate, or back
in northern Saskatchewan camping, canoeing, skiing,
building outdoor huts and later rebuilding a car with a
gang of friends. One such friend, lawyer Clyne
Harradence, who remained close to McKay all of his life,
remembers Sunday dinners in the Prince Albert homes of
the McKay and Harradence families, along with regular
visits by others, including the Diefenbakers.
The move to the southern part of the province at age

15 seems to have turned an outgoing, nature-focussed boy
into a quiet and sometimes unsettled young man. Long
time Reginan Gord Staeseson, a fellow classmate from
Central Collegiate, remembers McKay being part of the
group of boys who walked to school together, “ . . . but
even though Arthur walked with us, he always hung back
behind walking alone, smoking, ” Staeseson says.
After high school, McKay joined the army but by the

time his training was over, so was the war. The army had
given him aptitude tests upon discharge, which showed
his ability to be in writing, visual art and music. He chose
art and went off to the Provincial Institute of Technology
and Art in Calgary. There he met and married Lori Singer,
another student. The two of them, tall and blonde, were
likened to stunning Vikings by the other students.
McKay always said that his first major art influence

came through lectures at the art college by Jock
Macdonald. There he learned to understand both the
influence of the land on art, where one lived, and

I
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“unconscious factors.” He was learning
to take art seriously.
In 1949 after art school, the McKays

made a remarkable trip across Canada
on amotorcycle before leaving by
freighter for Europe where they worked
in England and later studied in Paris at
the Académie de la Grande Chaumière.
Returning to Regina in 1951, McKay

enrolled in art history classes at the
School of Art, Regina College, then the
Regina campus of the University of
Saskatchewan. By 1952 he was hired by
Ken Lochhead, head of the art school, as
an instructor. Terry Fenton, artist and
later director of both theMendel and
Edmonton art galleries, was one of the
first students at the art school. He said
the school’s first students had “the best
possible student-teacher ratio: one to
one.”
Though comfortably employed at

the University, McKay’s north
continued to call and in 1954 the
McKays, with another couple, began a
fishing camp on Lac La Ronge. The
camp began well but it was soon
evident that the undertaking was too
great a venture and it was sold to artist
Bob Dalby. TheMcKays then built their
own summer camp nearby where the
family spent most every summer,
sometimes for short periods but mostly
for months at a time.
In 1955, the young teachers

Lochhead andMcKay, with the world in
their sights and determined to bring
artists they admired to Saskatchewan,
initiated the Emma Lake Artists’

Workshop. The first workshop was led
by the influential Canadian artist and
teacher Jack Shadbolt.
Now a university staffer, with a

Humanities Research Council grant,
McKay was given the opportunity to
attend classes at Columbia University in
New York and to study at the Barnes
Institute in Philadelphia where Ken
Lochhead had also studied. Through
1956 and 1957 theMcKays, nowwith
two daughters, Valori and Alysoun,
spent a culturally rich year in New York.
Back in Regina, McKay served as co-

ordinator of the 1957 Emma Lake
workshop, led by the American artist
Will Barnet. In 1959, McKay and fellow
painting teacher Roy Kiyooka, chose
American abstract impressionist Barnett
Newman as workshop leader. McKay
always credited the workshop as being
the most important event in his
development as an artist. He said that as
he was working on his then current
work, exploring earth-coloured
painting, “Barney (Barnett) looked at it
and said, ‘That’s a really good painting,
Art. Is that all you want to do?’”
For McKay this seemed to be what he

needed to hear to “confirm an intuition”
he’d had for some time that he was
“decorating surfaces.” He knew he had
to go deeper and with Newman’s words
and the energy released he did; with
new enthusiasm and his own long
interest and study in Zen, he moved
from painting and colours to
blackboard paint and a palette knife.
With pure intuition, he rapidly made

over a hundred works, 30 of which he
kept. Later he began to paint with a
scraper blade, using stove enamel and
latex on hardboard, always crediting
MacKenzie Art Gallery director Ron
Bloore for this development.
But none of this really explains the

power of the work McKay created or its
effect on those who viewed it. While
many artists were painting what they
could see outside of themselves, McKay
was painting what was trying to escape
from within. The result in McKay’s
case was extraordinary non-
representational art work informed by
the organic qualities of the north, as
anyone who has ever stood in the
forests around Emma Lake will
recognize. Terry Fenton, remembering
seeing these early works and McKay’s
mandala paintings, thought he’d
“encountered (his) first example of
major art on the Canadian prairies.”
The years 1961 to 1968, though

touched with bouts of recurring illness,
were fruitful for McKay. He was
teaching, involved with the Emma
Lake workshops and, most
importantly, painting.
In 1961, Bloore developed an

exhibition called The May Show. Upon
seeing the show, curator from the
National Gallery of Canada Richard
Simmons enthusiastically chose most
of the work to be exhibited at the
National Gallery. The exhibition, Five
Painters From Reginawith McKay, Ron
Bloore, Ted Godwin, Ken Lochhead and
Doug Morton, was said to be the first

Left: School of Art professors (left to right) Wolfram Niessen and Art McKay, and school director Ken Lochhead. Centre: McKay and his wife Lori made a
memorable cross country motorcycle trip in 1949. Right: McKay moved to Vancouver in 1994 where he lived until his death in 2000.
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exhibition in the National Gallery of
Canada by a group of painters since the
Group of Seven. Art from the Canadian
prairie was a triumph.
When asked about the name of the

group, the so-called “Regina Five,”
McKay claimed to be part of it by
simply being there. While neither Ron
Bloore nor Doug Morton felt there was
a group, Ken Lochhead said he felt
there was a “group spirit,” and Ted
Godwin said the artists were “a
professional group who bounced ideas
off each other.”
American critic Clement Greenberg,

who had led the 1962 Emma Lake
workshop, greatly admired McKay’s
work and ranked it with other
esteemed Canadian abstract painters
Jack Bush and Paul-Emile Borduas.
Greenberg was looking for something
fresh to bring into the New York art
scene where much of what he saw was
work repeating itself. While he still
admired the best of abstract
expressionism along with his beloved
old masters and prairie landscape (he
loved the landscape painter Dorothy
Knowles’ work) he was intent on
bringing new work that he felt was
“opening.” This he accomplished in a
1964 Los Angeles County Museum
exhibition, appropriately called Post
Painterly Abstraction. McKay was
included in the exhibition of work by
31 artists, including fellow Canadians
Jack Bush and Ken Lochhead and
Americans, the likes of Ellsworth Kelly,
Frank Stella and Helen Frankenthaler.

Though McKay painted less into the
’90s, his work continued to be
exhibited: from the early days at the
Art Gallery, Expo ’67, and on many
subsequent occasions in other galleries
including the National Gallery of
Canada, Montreal Museum of Fine
Arts, MacKenzie and Mendel art
galleries, Vancouver Art Gallery,
Beaverbrook Art Gallery, Nova Scotia
College of Art and Design and
commercial galleries.
In the 1997 MacKenzie Art Gallery

exhibition Arthur F. McKay, a critical
retrospective, curator David Howard
detailed his view that a change in the
Canadian art world, perhaps driven
with a populist impulse and renewed
emphasis on figurative painting by
then new editor of artscanada Barry
Lord, left McKay and others respected
by critics somewhat out of vogue.
What was difficult about this was the
effect, not only on the artists but on art
lovers who were responding genuinely,
at least in McKay’s work, to light
intertwined with elements of earth, all
reaching into the body through the
senses to touch and still some inner
place of disorder.
Over the years, Lochhead and

McKay remained close friends. When
he was asked about tensions in the
“group” over the years, McKay,
generous as ever, said, “Well, we always
go to each other’s openings.” He could
have added, “When we pass on our kids
continue, and then they go to our
funerals.” Not surprisingly, other

Regina Five artists spoke of McKay as
the “wise one” of the group.
In later years, away from the

University, McKay was a bit of a lost
soul until he moved to Vancouver in
1994 to be close to his family. When he
passed away in 2000, he was
surrounded by that loyal family and
immediately after his death a group of
long-time friends gathered for dinner
to remember a remarkable man. This
seemed fitting: McKay had so often
been heard to say, “I like socializing as
much as painting."
A memorial was later held at the

MacKenzie Art Gallery in Regina where
McKay was remembered by many
friends, some who knew him in his
glory days, others as those days had
faded. Both groups remembered a
remarkable man, a “force of nature.” As
news of his passing became known,
former students remembered him as
well, many sharing the thoughts of
Carole Casswell who said, “It was a
privilege to have had the experience of
his teaching.”

Anne Campbell is a Research Fellow at the
University of Regina’s Canadian Plains
Research Center, where she is working on a
memoir/biography of Regina Five artist
Arthur McKay. Her most recent works
include Regina’s Secret Spaces: Love and
Lore of Local Geography and her fifth
poetry collection Soul to Touch.

Left: The Regina Five at the time of their 1961 National Gallery of Canada exhibition (left to right) Ronald Bloore, Art McKay, Douglas Morton and Ted
Godwin. Right: The group recreated the scene exactly 20 years later in this 1981 photo shot in Creemore, Ontario. The quintet were in the small southern
Ontario town for the opening of The Regina Five Exhibition Number Two. According to a story in the Globe and Mail about the event it was the first time
since the 1961 National Gallery of Canada show that the five had exhibited together.
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Going
deep

By Bill Armstrong
Photos by University of Regina Photography Department and courtesy of Lori Johnston.

Just before midnight on April 14, 1912, the greatest
passenger ship of its day brushed against an iceberg
600 kilometres south of Newfoundland’s Grand
Banks. At 2:20 a.m. the next morning, the unsinkable
Titanic came to rest some four kilometres beneath
the surface of the Atlantic Ocean. With the loss of
1,517 lives it became one of the greatest peacetime
maritime disasters in history. University of Regina
alumna Lori Johnston has been up close and
personal with the Titanic on five occasions. A two-
and-a-half-hour dive in a confined submersible takes
her to the wreck where she performs biodegradation
research that will ultimately predict how long the
fabled steamliner will survive its watery grave.

The British ocean liner Titanic sails out of Southampton, England,
at the start of its doomed voyage on April 10, 1912. (AP File Photo)
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erforming a balancing act inside a cramped, cold,
deep-sea submersible seems impossible, but that is
the challenge Lori Johnston BSc’97 faced when she
encountered her first view of the Titanic on the
ocean floor. Searching for words to describe her

feelings, Johnston says she was “aghast at the beauty of it”
when the submersible came within a few feet of the Titanic’s
bow.
“It was as though the ship was docked,” Johnston recalls.

“It felt very peaceful.”
Johnston, a microbiologist with Regina’s Ground Effects

Environmental Services, has made five “journeys,” as she
likes to call them, to study how bacteria and fungi are eating
away the steel on the Titanic. That’s the scientific side of the
balancing act she encountered, four kilometres beneath the
ocean’s surface. The other aspect is coming to grips with the
human stories associated with one of history’s most famous
shipwrecks.
“Everybody knows about the Titanic,” says Johnston. “I

was a rookie. I knewwhat everybody else knew, but during
that first expedition in 1998, on the dive ship, I became
engulfed in the history and attached to the people and their
stories. I’m always aware that a tragedy occurred, and even as
a scientist I experienced a great deal of emotion down there,”
Johnston continues. “I became numb after that first dive, and
it took a full six months to process the full experience.”
Time is a luxury in deep-sea research. It takes two-and-a-

half hours for the submersible to reach the Titanic. Johnston
and another scientist in the cramped craft have limited time
to conduct the scientific experiments in their dive plan.
“You have to focus,” she says. “You go from ‘Oh, look at this,’
for a fewmoments, and then back to focussing on what your
objectives are. It’s a race. Those 12 to 15 hours go by in the
blink of an eye.”
Asked if she ever envisioned doing deep-sea experiments

when she was studying for her undergraduate degree in
biology (with a minor in Canadian history), Johnston
exclaims, “Gosh, no!” She was thinking of a career in
veterinary medicine, and of moving back to be near her
family in Vancouver, but a combination of events and non-
events kept her in Regina. She began doing research work
with Roy Cullimore, at that time a U of R professor. He’s a
leading expert on the biodegradation occurring on the
Titanic and other steel objects in the ocean, particularly the

fascinating icicle-like “rusticles” created by bacteria eating
away at the ship. In fact, he first observed the phenomenon
in his work testing wells for water quality.
What might have been a short-term research project

stretched out when Johnston’s house didn’t sell. Then she
met her husband-to-be, and never left. She worked for
11 years for Cullimore’s company, Droycon Bioconcepts,
whichmanufactures water quality testing products and
provides environmental consulting services, before she
joined Ground Effects. While she worked she also earned her
master’s degree from Royal Roads University, mostly over the
Internet.
Johnston’s part-time deep-sea research is arranged

through Droycon when the opportunity arises, usually in
conjunction withmovie or documentary production
companies with deeper pockets than scientific institutes.
Themarriage of research withmass entertainment is a
mixed blessing, Johnston says. It confirms the public’s
seemingly inexhaustible curiosity to learnmore about what
lies below, and because it forces her “to explain what your
science is about,” in layman’s terms. “At the same time,” she
continues, “these expeditions go in cycles, and I’d like to be
able to do this deep-ocean research full time.”
At one time the ocean was considered sterile where the

Titanic rests with no light, a constant temperature just above
freezing, and the weight of water bearing down at 6,000
pounds per square inch. Johnston’s observations of her 2001
dive on the Titanic put the lie to that idea.
Images transmitted by small camera-equipped robots

probed inside the vessel, showing a jumble of furniture and
debris in one stateroom, while another had neatly made beds
with tables and lamps still in place. Files still lay on a desk in
the doctor’s office. A hat lying on a corridor floor made her
wonder who had worn it and how it got there. She also
observed a bacterial mat growing off the floor, and she’d like
the opportunity to learnmore about that, as well.
“There’s so muchmore that could be done to learnmore

about this intricate and dynamic environment. The image of
the hat tookme back to 1912, but it took this huge leap in
technology to make that possible,” Johnston notes.
During the 1998 expedition, Johnston placed steel

platforms built by Droycon on the bow and stern sections of
the ship near where the rusticles are most advanced. She has
placed similar platforms on theWorldWar II battleship

19

Left: Lori Johnston and LTJG Jeremy Weirich of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration prepare to board the MIR 2 Russian submersible.
Right: Almost a century after it was last used, a bathtub sits hauntingly aboard the wreckage of the Titanic. The tub is thought to be in what remains of
the bathroom of the ship’s captain, Edward Smith.
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DKM Bismark and other ships. These platforms have been
recovered and replaced by others, allowing Johnston and
Cullimore to measure, compare and analyze the
biodegradation rates between the vessels and the first-,
second- and even third-generation platforms.
“What we learn can be applied to any type of steel

structure in the ocean, including oil platforms and pipelines,”
Johnston explains. “I’m also looking at the potential for
electrical generation from bacteria on steel structures. They
are good at it.”
Bacteria transported from the surface four kilometres

down not only survived, but thrived, she notes. In another
experiment, the hardy organisms ate away at the red, green
and blue chemical layers on blank slide film, creating
something that looks like stained glass. Cullimore has just
published a book titledDeep Etch I, which contains his
observations about how bacteria create their etchings on the
film. Theymuch prefer red to blue, he notes, spitting out the
blue bits. The book also has several images of the “bacterial
art” from slides placed on the Titanic and other vessels. A
panorama created by bacterial action spans most of one wall
in Droycon’s east Regina offices.
“In my second year classes I would always get my students

to do an original project,” says Cullimore. “That way, I could
see if they were thinkers or memorizers. I called students like
Lori significant students, because she was, and is, a thinker.”
During her time at Droycon, Johnston helped develop some of
the Biological Activity Reaction Test (BART) products that the
companymanufactures andmarkets. For example, Cullimore
recalls, she examinedmilk from 64 cows for a month, testing
for bacteria in the milk.
“The industry won’t like this, but Lori found only one cow

that had what could be considered sterile milk,” Cullimore
says. The problem, he continues, is that everyone is satisfied
with the status quo test. “I’m not a status quo person,” he adds.
Cullimore was selected from among scientists around the
world to examine the bacteria on the Titanic for a 1996
expedition. He was invited to participate in the 1998
expedition, but the scope of the experiments was more than
he could handle alone. He invited Johnston to assist him, thus
launching her career in deep-sea science.
“Without Dr. Cullimore I wouldn’t be involved in this kind

of research at all,” Johnston acknowledges. The two talk
regularly about a whole range of topics. Cullimore, for
example, becomes excited when talking about the discovery

in recent years of the remains of wooden ships that sank
about 150 years ago. The fact that the wood has survived
above the mud line for that length of time is significant, he
says, and there is much to learn about the action of microbes
on the wood and copper remains of those vessels.
“Oh, the joy of being on the edge of discovery,” he exclaims,

a sentiment obviously shared by Johnston.
Discovery is not always smooth sailing, however. Johnston

and the president of Ground Effects, Sean Frisky, had been
scheduled to assist Johnston in performing another round of
experiments on the Titanic in mid-September. The window of
opportunity to conduct such work safely in the North
Atlantic is limited, and this year the threat of hurricanes
slammed the window shut for Johnston and Frisky. The
hurricanes delayed a film crew filming 3-D footage of the
shipwreck site, bumping Johnston and Frisky off the schedule.
“We were scheduled to leave on the Sunday, and we received
the news the Friday before,” Johnston says. “We had been
preparing for months, so it was really disappointing. It’s
deflating. You want to yell at someone, but you can’t. It’s the
nature of the North Atlantic.”
Frisky also experienced a big letdown on hearing the news.

Frisky studied environmental engineering at the U of R, and is
two classes short of a degree. A co-op work term landed him a
job at the Co-op Refinery that changed his life. After
developing an environmental remediation technology for the
site, and then commercializing it, Frisky launched Ground
Effects in 1998 from his garage, and fit in courses when he
could.
“The U of R gave me the building blocks to do what I do,”

Frisky says. “I regard the Titanic expedition as the opportunity
of a lifetime, and even though I see a huge growth curve
ahead for the company, absolutely, I will go in the future!”
Johnston and Frisky have carefully packed away their
experiments while they await the next opportunity, which
might come in 2011. The following year, the 100th
anniversary year of the Titanic disaster, will certainly be a big
year, drawing a lot of media attention, Johnston says.
“The Titanic has become the icon of what man can create

and about the arrogance that goes along with it,” she muses.
“In the meantime, we’re already preparing for 2011 and 2012,
to learnmore about the recycling process of nature.”

Bill Armstrong is a Regina freelance writer and amateur
photographer with a strong interest in Saskatchewan’s history.
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Left: Roy Cullimore in the MIR 2 Russian submersible during a 2003 Titanic expedition. Right: Johnston and Sean Frisky working together at Ground
Effects Environmental Services in Regina.
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What is the focus of your
research?

I have two focusses — to study how
the brain uses oxygen and how blood
flow is changed after a concussion and
during the healing process. This is
called the pathophysiology of
concussion. My other focus is to study
how other body systems are affected,
such as the heart and cardiovascular
system. I believe our research team
has made some really important
(physiological) discoveries about
concussion. We are currently
publishing this research.

What are the long-term
consequences of multiple
concussions?

It depends on the severity of the
concussion. A small percentage (10 per
cent) has long-term consequences
including memory lapses, continued
headaches and symptoms of nausea,
dizziness, sensitivity to light and loss
of concentration. In the worst cases,
there is slurred speech, loss of motor
function and even seizures.

What advice do you offer the
parents of young athletes who have
suffered a head injury?

Don’t under-estimate a concussion!
Sport-induced concussion or mild
traumatic brain injury is one of the
least understood and most puzzling
injuries. Have your child or teenager
see their medical doctor right away. I
even advise missing school until

symptoms of headache are gone, and
absolutely no TV, computers or video
games if symptoms persist — the brain
needs to REST! This is important.

You have been active in sports all
your life. Have you ever had a
concussion?

I was playing hockey in Grade 12 and
was knocked out. Back then (1970s)
you just sat out a couple of shifts. I
played the rest of the game. Today,
knowing what I know about
concussions, I would never have let my
son, daughter, friend’s son or daughter
play until they were medically
examined and cleared.

According to an episode of
60 Minutes aired last year on CBS,
there are about 3 million concussions
in the U.S. each year. Are we on the
verge of an epidemic? What are the
long-term implications?

Yes, I believe we are. We need to
educate parents, coaches and athletes
on the consequences of a concussion.
Besides the potential physical
consequences to the athlete, other
implications include psychological and
sociological changes to the athlete, as
well as potentially increased
healthcare costs to the family and
society (directly and indirectly).

D

Patrick Neary is an exercise physiologist and associate
professor in the Faculty of Kinesiology and Health Studies. He
is also the executive director of the Dr. Paul Schwann Applied
Health and Research Centre. Among his research interests,
Neary studies the changes in brain function of sport-induced
concussion. His research team has worked with the
Saskatchewan Roughriders, Edmonton Oilers, Montreal
Canadiens, Los Angeles Kings and the Canadian Olympic
Men’s hockey team. Neary has written and published more
than 100 research papers and abstracts, and presents annually
at the Canadian Society for Exercise Physiology, Aerospace
Medical Association, European Congress of Sports Science and
American College of Sports Medicine meetings.
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The Saskatchewan Prairies’ low, flat
horizon encourages one to pay attention
to the enormous blue sky. Because of its
vastness, one cannot escape the clear
intense light. This recognition is the
impetus for building a straw bale
observatory and using it for image-based
investigations. Located at Flying Creek
Valley near Craven, Saskatchewan, the
observatory provides a platform for the
documentation of light quality, movement
and reflection. As a site-specific work, the
structure facilitates the recording of light
phenomena.

The cubical’s exterior dimensions are
approximately 12 sq. ft., making the
interior about nine sq. ft. The exterior is
stucco finish while the interior is detailed
with hand-finished plastered walls and
ceiling. The floor is wood. The four walls
have two sq. ft. openings with cardinal
direction alignment. These openings, with
an additional oval-shaped opening in the
ceiling, allow for the passage of light,
sound, air and weather. They also serve
as viewfinders for making photographs of
the landscape.
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Dennis Evans is professor emeritus in the
Faculty of Fine Arts at the University of
Regina. His straw bale observatory
project has stimulated other sky/light
investigations in Tibet, Mongolia and
Ladakh, on the northern borders of India.
The straw bale observatory and Flying
Creek Valley was documented as part of
the television series Landscape As Muse
and was featured on the SCN and Bravo
television networks.
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Observatories for the practice of
measuring light movement are universal
and ancient. The Kogi, native to the
Northern Columbian Highlands, are but
one of many cultures that still embraces
direct observation of the natural
environment to inform their codes for
meaningful and responsible living. As
part of their nature-based esthetics, the
Kogi build temples to watch the sun
“weave” its pattern of time across the
ground. These rituals of observation
and reading light ensure continued
contact with their life source and
provide a means for expanding the
perception of reality. For them, light is
the medium.

Creating the straw bale observatory
brings these ancient Kogi principles into
a dialogue with the Prairie landscape
and lifeworld — a place resonant with
its own history of First Nations’ cultures
and their articulation of the connections
between art, nature, spirituality and
healing practices. By using ancient
models of observation and
contemplation, the intent is to add a
contemporary dimension to this
profound cultural practice.
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In June 2009, journalism school
graduate Mike Boles quit his jobs,
sold practically everything he owned
and started off on an epic journey to
see the world — from the saddle of
his handmade Rocky Mountain
Sherpa 30. Since beginning his
ambitious quest, he has logged
almost 24,000 kilometres, visited 24
countries and experienced more of
what life can offer than most people
experience in a lifetime. And to think
he’s not even halfway through his
planned three-and-a-half-year
adventure.

Mike Boles stops to take a quick photo of himself during a wind storm in the Iranian desert.

Mike on

By Mike Boles BAJ’06
Photos courtesy of Mike Boles.

bike
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Boles’ 23,000 kilometre cycling odyssey began in June 2009 in Inuvik, N.W.T.

fter eight days in the Iranian
desert, my mind starts to
play tricks on me. The dust
and heat fade away. The

howling winds quiet to a whisper. I’m
left with only an echo, a voice 15months
in the past.
I heard it in Northern Canada, close

to the Arctic Circle and a long way
from anything else. Beside me, a pickup
truck slid to a stop on the gravel
highway. A head appeared from the
window, trading glances between my
loaded bicycle and me. “What the hell
are you doing up here?” the driver
squinted.
It was a fair question. I hadn’t seen

another vehicle on the road for two
days. The nearest town— a gas station
—was nearly 400 kilometres away.
There wasn’t a tree to be found, not a
hint of life except for bear tracks and
mosquito bites. “I’m going to ride my
bike around the world,” I answered.
“Figured the best place to start was at
the top.”
The head in the window snickered.

“You’re crazy.”
I glanced at the road twisting over

the tundra behind me. “No,” I smiled.
“But I used to be.”
As a kid I dreamed of a world

beyond my own. I spent hours staring
at maps, mouthing the names of
strange-sounding cities, planning
imaginary paths around the globe. My
real-life travels, on the other hand, were
limited to family vacations—more
torture than adventure if truth be told.
But it was on a road trip to Victoria,
hopelessly wedged between a cooler
and my sister, that I sawmy first bicycle
tourist.

I stared at the figure pedalling down
the highway and all I saw was freedom.
I didn’t know it at the time, but that
moment would change my life. The
idea it put in my head refused to go
away. It only grew. I knew that someday
I would explore the world on my own.
And I’d do it on a bike.
Somehow I always found a reason

not to go. I had no money after high
school. Or university. Relationships got
in the way. Work was hectic. Maybe
next year would be better, but it never
was. A string of next years came and
went behind a corporate desk.
Somewhere between meetings and
deadlines, projects and payouts, my
dreamwent cold. In its place I found
only a crushing misery. I drank too
much, smoked more than that. I
loathed myself and didn’t know why.
When the truth hit me, it hit me hard.
I had betrayed myself, fallen in line

without question. Careers were
practical and dreams were not. I’d sold
mine for a seat in a windowless cubicle.
I was crazy.
The revelation sent me reeling. For a

long time I felt nothing. When I picked
up the pieces, I found they had melted
into one thought— a single, searing
obsession. I was going to make things
right.
I had a bike and a map. I needed

cash.
The job I hated at last had purpose. I

kept it and went looking for others. I
washed dishes, tended bar, stacked
hotel chairs — anything to pad my
funds. Every day I prepared to go. Every
night I stared at the cracks in my
ceiling and imagined my way out. As
the day drew closer, I quit my jobs and

gave up my apartment. I sold almost
everything I owned. And finally there I
was, standing on a dirt track in the
Northwest Territories with a bike
between my legs. It felt like a hundred
Christmas mornings. I was truly free. I
was exactly where I wanted to be, and
every moment that followed would be
mine to choose. I didn’t know anyone
who could say the same. I still don’t. I
took a deep breath and set off down the
road. It was June 16, 2009.
I’ve pedalled more than 23,000 km

since that day— through the Yukon
and Alaska, over the Rockies and across
the Prairies. On the shores of Lake
Superior I tossed my bike onto a Polish
cargo freighter and glided down the
St. Lawrence. It took 25 days to cross
the Atlantic, and even on Saskatchewan
sea legs, the experience was sublime.
After landing in the Netherlands I

made for Amsterdam, the world’s
greatest cycling city. There I joined the
morning commute alongside
thousands of other bikers, fulfilling a
dream I never knew I had. I wheeled
down Avenue Charles de Gaulle in
Paris, past the Arc de Triomphe. Orange
groves in Portugal rolled past. So too
did Spanish forests, the mountains of
Italy and cities along the mighty
Danube—Vienna, Bratislava,
Budapest.
I cycled to my heart’s content and

fell asleep each night under the stars.
Wherever I was, I caught my reflection
in the world and loved what I saw. I had
made peace with myself. But it wasn’t
easy.
I biked through nine consecutive

days of rain in Belgium. France’s winter
was so cold that one of my fingers

A
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Top row: (left to right) First day of the trip,
1220 kilometres north of Whitehorse,Yukon.
In Istanbul, crossing the Bosphorus from
Europe to Asia. Kids in Turkey admiring
Boles’ bike. Second row: (left to right)
Mountains of Iran. Spanish Mountains. Mud
and rain in Belgium. Third row: (left to right)
Old Soviet monument in Bulgaria. The
morning commute in Amsterdam. A night in
a mud hut in Iran. Fourth row: (left to right)
Arriving in the Yukon. Crossing the Atlantic
off the coast of Labrador. Poppy fields in
Croatia. Bottom row: (left to right) Arriving in
Bosnia Herzegovina. Camping in
Saskatchewan.
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turned orange. My toes froze. In
Austria a high-speed crash nearly broke
my leg. I limped away with two black
eyes and a gash from knee to elbow. I
didn’t care. I’d spent most of my life
going through the motions, numb to
the world. Now I devoured sensation,
finding pain to be just as powerful and
fleeting as ecstasy. I learned to embrace
them both.
I arrived in Eastern Europe with my

heart laid bare. I wanted to bask in
experience, to soak up everything. It
was Bosnia that stopped me dead.
In two-street villages I found

memorials for dozens, all killed the
same way, the same day. It was nothing
like the markers I’d seen in Flanders
and Vimy. I couldn’t walk away from
these. For the first time in my life I
shared the dates on the stones, and it
hurt to swallow.
I biked down Sniper Alley in

Sarajevo. The bullet holes were still
there. So were the amputees. The faces
I met were hard, deeply lined, and I felt
ashamed of my own. I had spent an
entire year on the road and only now
did I see the other side.
In a daze I crossed the border to

Serbia. There the line was always the
same, repeated by mountain villagers
and downtown businessmen. “Watch
out for Gypsies,” the story went.
“They’re filthy. Nothing but thieves
and murderers.” Maybe it was true. I’d
never met a Gypsy before. But when I
pressed the issue, I found that none of
my protectors had either. I didn’t have
to wait long.
On the road east, I stopped in a

village to buy water. The road sign read
Podunavci, but everything about the
place cried ghetto. What wasn’t broken
had been repaired too many times.
There were garbage fires and starving
dogs. Some men slouched on a bench,
drunk and raving. I wasn’t frightened. I
was thirsty.
In the village’s only store the

manager asked where I was going.
“Turkey!” she erupted. “Please you send
me postcard Istanbul? Promise please?”
Something about the way she said it

startled me. Her eyes were pleading,
almost desperate. In that moment we
both knew only one of us would ever
leave the village. I promised.
She clapped her hands together and

cut me off at the door. I was ushered
outside and plunked onto a bench

behind a steaming cup of coffee. As I
drank she unloaded a barrage of Serbian
on every customer who entered the
store. Each time she would point to me
and beam. A crowd of more than 20 had
gathered by the time I finishedmy last
sip. The people stood there, entranced.
A teenage boy helped translate a litany
of questions. Howmuch did my bicycle
cost?Where was mywife? Did I like
football?Would I flex my calf muscle?
I don’t know how long I sat there

talking, but it was enough for a
homemade sandwich, two beers and a
package of cigarettes to appear in front
of me as gifts. Someone askedme to
hold their newborn baby.

These were the dirty Gypsies who
were supposed to cut my throat. Instead
they invited me into their family. I
stayed for three days. They changed
everything.
The ride to the next townwas a blur.

I bawled the whole way.
What had started out as a silly,

selfish little journey suddenly became

something larger. Even now I don’t
understand it. I only know that my
bicycle has becomemuchmore than
just a vehicle.
It inspires others as it inspires me. It

cuts through ignorance and hate, builds
bridges where there were none. It’s the
only way I know to explore the world
and never be lost. I may findmisery and
joy, but always, always I arrive at what’s
real.
I saw it in Romania, in the proud nod

of a peasant drivingmule and wagon
down the highway. It shone on the
Black Sea, over the delighted squeals of
children teaching me to say “moon” in
Turkish. In Azerbaijan I found it too,
between the endless rows of those who
died for a war that solved nothing.
And now, pedalling in the deserts of

Iran, I discover a new truth. Everyone
told me not to come here. The people
were terrorists. I’d be robbed. Soldiers
would lock me away forever. It’s all a
force-fed lie.
In the last year I’ve cycled through

24 countries, and nowhere has a
welcome been warmer than in Iran.
Through car windows I’ve been handed
fruit, nuts, bread, even iced water.
Families pull over just to shake my
hand. They invite me to picnics, to
parties and into their homes.
Canada has nothing on this place.

Iranians are the kindest, most tender
people I have ever met. That’s the
truth. What separates it from us is
something ugly. It feeds on hate and
indifference, on bad jobs, lost loves and
broken dreams. It devours souls — it’s
fear.
I feel it as I pedal into the sands of

central Asia, and I’m thankful. I know
it’s the only thing worth conquering.

Since beginning his cycling quest
Mike Boles has had 11 flat tires, suffered
7 crashes and once went 19 consecutive
days without a shower. To track Boles’
progress, visit his blog at:
http://mikeonbike.wordpress.com.

I remember the kid
who gave me new
socks from a torn
duffel bag. I still
smile at the girl with
scarlet cheeks who
threw a shoe at her
brother but hit me on
the head instead. I
think of what
beautiful people they
were and of the
neighbours who
refuse to know it.
Mostly I think of one
smudged little face
that looked up to me
as I turned to leave.
On a dusty lane, in a
place beset by hate,
he took my hand and
said, “Goot lock.”
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A group of martial arts students are
warming up on a field behind Regina’s
Miller High School as daylight fades and
stars slowly appear. Ray Ambrosi
BA(Hons)’90, BA(Adv)’94, MA’00 arrives,
carrying three guandaos, or big knives as
he calls them. The impressive-looking
weapons consist of a wide, curved blade
on a 1.5-metre-long pole. Ambrosi greets
his students and then demonstrates a
few routines with the guandao.
“First we get the beard out of the

way,” Ambrosi sweeps his hand under
his chin. “This is to pay respect to the
god of warGuangong, who had a long
beard. Then we bow to the gods,
showingmore respect, and we begin.”
Ambrosi lunges and thrusts as he

twirls the guandao effortlessly in
controlled arcs. “This is an iconographic
weapon,” he says. “It was used to chop
soldiers or bandits on horseback off their
mounts.” He turns the heavy knife end
over end and explains another advantage
to the exercise. “By moving through a
large range of motion and breathing
properly, this is more than enough of a
workout to develop your joint stability
and strength.”
His students are learning

meihuazhuang, or “plum flower fist” in
English, a martial art that originated in
northern China. Not only a form of
martial arts,meihuazhuang is a folk
religion that provides much-needed
social support, healing and spiritual
guidance to its practitioners in areas that
have been isolated and impoverished for

Plum
flower fist

By David Sealy
Photos courtesy of Ray Ambrosi.

A University of Regina
graduate’s research takes
him deep into the vast
plains of rural northern
China where he studies a
once-prohibited folk
religion rooted in a unique
martial art.

Amborsi enjoys a lunch at the home of a local meihuaquan organizer in the village of Zhaofucheng in
the northern Chinese province of Hebei.
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centuries. Ambrosi has spent 10 years in
China studying and researching this
informal social welfare network.
On his trips back to theWest,

Ambrosi has spread the word about
meihuazhuang's unique training
methods by organizing seminars and
teaching classes. He describes the
benefits of training as numerous:
improvingmovement skills and
posture, strength, flexibility and clarity
of thought. His summer visit to Regina
will soon end, and he will return to
China to finish his final year of
doctorate studies in anthropology at
Peking University.
Ambrosi jokes that he initially

became interested in martial arts to
avoid being beaten up in high school. By
the time he graduated from the
University of Regina with a degree in
cultural anthropology in 1990, he had
trained extensively in several martial
arts and was an assistant kung-fu
instructor at a local school.
Wanting to learnmore about

Chinese culture, language andmartial
arts, Ambrosi applied to the University
of Regina exchange program and was
one of the first students to attend
Shandong University in the city of
Jinan. There hemet Master Yan Zijie, a
mathematics professor at the university
who also taughtmeihuazhuang, a
discipline that initially confounded
Ambrosi. “The first time I ran into
meihuazhuang, I was fascinated because
it was so difficult. I had no skill in it

whatsoever. It was completely contrary
to anything I’d learned in martial arts.”
Since the 1950s, the practice of

meihuazhuang had been generally
prohibited throughout large areas of
north China. Nonetheless, in 1992,
Master Yan took Ambrosi and other
foreign students to a remote and
formerly restricted area of northern
China to attend a large-scale martial
arts festival. Ambrosi notes Master
Yan’s objective was to make a political
point. The fact that the foreigners were
allowed to attend the event indicated
that the government’s hard line might
soon soften.
At the festival, Ambrosi

immediately was “struck by the size —
10,000 people gathering in one village
for a performance. It was non-
commercial and very grassroots. The
government involvement was
minimal.”
The non-competitive nature of the

event was also impressive. “There were
no winners and losers. There were no
two-person matches. There were
opportunities for mutual exchange and
building friendships. It’s completely
contrary to what an exhibition in
Canada would be, where the object is
to win medals and to beat somebody
else up. The sociologist in me realized
that there was more going on here than
just martial arts.”
Ambrosi explains the borderlands of

the vast plains of northern China have
historically been a martial arts hotbed.

Due to administrative problems and
geographical barriers, government
exerted little influence. “The land was
productive agriculturally, but the
border regions have suffered serious
natural disasters for hundreds of years.
During the Qing and Republican
periods, floods along the Yellow River
killed many hundreds of thousands.
After being struck by a series of natural
disasters, the people fell into poverty.
Because the imperial governments
were not able to control these regions,
they became sort of a no man’s Wild
West.”
People in the north took measures

to organize and protect themselves. “By
the late 1900s, bandit armies would
come up from Hunan and raid the area.
To protect themselves, rural villages
formed militias capable of raising an
army of 20,000 within a few days.”

Meihuazhuang teachers typically
travelled the countryside teaching
martial arts skills, which promoted
unity between villages. Ambrosi
observes that the religious component
ofmeihuazhuangwas even more
important, stressing the need to respect
one’s ancestors and do good deeds.
Meihuazhuang teacher-practitioners
refuse any compensation for acts of
healing or divination. In many rural
areas,meihuazhuang is called “TheWay
of the Poor,” meaning practitioners are
not supposed to accumulate wealth
and should instead perform good deeds
for society.

Left: The meihuaquan coach in the village of Gucheng performs a dramatic routine for circulating qi-energy throughout the body. The coach has
been a volunteer for many years and is responsible for helping revive meihuaquan practices in many areas where it had nearly disappeared.
Right: For Ambrosi, performing at martial arts exhibitions is part and parcel of doing fieldwork. Participation in these events is an important
meihuaquan tradition. Performing in these events builds rapport and friendship among meihuaquan groups all over north China.
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The tradition of the roving teacher
has helped re-establishmeihuazhuang in
many rural areas. These regions had
suffered setbacks during economic
reforms that began in the 1980s.
Ambrosi says the Chinese government
was over-fixated with economic
development. “Everything was
subordinated to economic growth.
There was so much damage to the social
structure. In many areas, religious
practice, folk customs and festivals were
completely wiped out.”
Gradually the government lifted its

ban on rural folk religions, realizing
that people in the rural regions could
help themselves where government
could not. The practice ofmeihuazhuang
gave rural people spiritual grounding,
showed them how to stay healthy and
taught them to care for each other.
Ambrosi says thatmeihuazhuang ritual
masters help families cope withmissing
relatives and other misfortunes. “There’s
nowhere else to turn. There’s no
government agency to help them.
Nobody.
“The ritual masters perform like

brilliant social workers and
psychologists. They’re helping poor,
downtrodden people who have no other
means of solving their problems. To give
the government authorities a small
amount of credit, they are overstretched
— a few hundred police to a million
people.”
Ambrosi took advantage of China’s

opening doors to foreigners to research
and write his master’s degree. His
martial arts ability and the great interest
in and understanding of rural China
gained him unique access to a way of
life. “I’d just go into a village and hang
out for days and weeks andmonths.
People don’t accept you at first, but your
continual presence wins them over.”

The further removal of travel
restrictions allowed Ambrosi the
opportunity to do field work in
Yongnian County. The region was a
renowned hotbed ofmeihuazhuang
activity and government repression had
been severe and lengthy. “I never
thought I’d get to go there. I was a
foreigner; I’d stand out like a sore
thumb. I’d be hauled off by the police in
half a day. I had all my connections in
other places, but Yongnian was too
fascinating to pass up.”
He established a base in Gucheng

village, where town folk had recently
built ameihuazhuang temple. He
accompanied the local martial arts team
as they travelled to other villages to stir
up interest inmeihuazhuang. “We’d take
the team out during Chinese New Year
and I would go as cameraman and team
member. I would also perform.”
Foreigners hadn’t been seen in the
region for at least 100 years, “so
thousands of people got to knowwho I
was.”
Ambrosi also helped village

members approach several Chinese
NGOs for support. The end result was
the donation of several thousand books
and the establishment of a library in
Gucheng village.
The north China plain would hold

some familiarity to Prairie residents.
Villages of one-story houses with tall
roofs are surrounded by wheat fields.
After the wheat harvest, corn is grown.
In growing season, Ambrosi says, “The
fields are verdant and beautiful. In the
winter, the fields are barren and dry.”
Every family farms a piece of land, but
family members also engage in wage
labour. Small factories, producing items
like nuts and bolts and hardware, are
often found on the village outskirts.
Village life in rural China is not easy.

The air can be smoggy due to industrial

activity and coal dust settles
everywhere. “The streets are muddy.
You’re going to be filthy. There’s no
shower and there’s outdoor toilets
where youmight have to fend off a pig.
I’ve been bitten by bedbugs thousands
of times. You wake up in the morning
and you’re itchy as hell.”
Despite these privations, Ambrosi

compiled thousands of pages of field
notes and hours of video. Marion Jones,
a faculty member in the University of
Regina Department of Economics and a
member of Ambrosi’s doctoral
committee, has a long-term interest in
rural China. She and two other
colleagues are currently looking at a
Chinese NGO’s efforts to establish social
welfare services for 200millionmigrant
workers within the country’s borders.
Jones says Ambrosi’s willingness to

immerse himself in the rural culture
has produced impressive results. “What
Ray is doing is remarkable. It’s only
because he is a martial arts practitioner
and has been in these communities for
years that he has been able to conduct
this research at all. It’s a big benefit that
he’s an outsider. He’s not an urban
Chinese person who the villagers treat
with suspicion because hemight be a
spy. This provides us with a fascinating
insight into a very poorly understood
culture.”
Back in Regina, the sun has

completely set. Ambrosi leads a
footwork exercise, stepping from the
top of one imaginary post to another.
“Don't just speed through the exercise,”
he says to his students, “otherwise your
balance will be all over the place.” The
students follow suit, their silhouettes
moving gracefully through the dark.

David Sealy lives, works and writes in
Regina.

Left: Ambrosi talks with his old friend Zhao Zhenglou who had been a key informant in Ambrosi’s research. Centre: Boys and girls in Gucheng village
demonstrate the skills they have acquired after only one year of martial arts training. Here the boys stand on their heads and the girls stand on one
leg. Right: Because meihuaquan areas are rather remote most rural people have never seen foreigners. In many villages, Ambrosi is the only foreigner to
have set foot in the region since western forces suppressed the Boxer Uprising in 1900.
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Arends and Messner walk hand in hand in Galicia, one day before their struggle with food poisoning would begin.

On June 14, 2010, Luther College alumna Jennifer Arends and University of Regina alumnus
Justin Messner set out on the journey of a lifetime — an 800-kilometre (give or take a few
clicks) pilgrimage beginning in Saint-Jean-Pied-de-Port, France, and ending in Santiago de
Compostela, Spain. The two graduates of the master’s of arts in English program recall some of
their adventures, misadventures and impressions along the Camino de Santiago, or Way of St
James, one of the oldest pilgrimage routes in the western world.

Walking thewalk

By Jennifer Arends BA’02, MA’07 and Justin Messner BA’02, MA’07
Photos by Don Hall, University of Regina Photography Department and courtesy of Jennifer Arends and Justin Messner.
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Arends:My stomachache was not
terribly surprising— after all, we’d just
walked for hours in 37 C temperatures,
and we’d been walking for weeks on
end. After resting an hour on a park
bench in the town square, however, my
stomach hadn’t settled down. I knew
moments after rising that I was in real
trouble. Elevated heart rate.Weak in the
knees. Stomach churning. S-O-S!
I walked as fast as my weak legs

would carry me, one block along with
the two American womenwho had
formed part of our pilgrim troupe over
the last several days, to the nearest
hotel. Seconds after walking through
the door, I took off at full speed for the
washroom.What ensued was nothing
short of gastro-intestinal carnage.
Suffice it to say I’ve never been so sick.
After what seemed like an eternity, I

finally stumbled out of the washroom
and, accompanied bymy steadfast life-
partner and fellow pilgrim Justin,
staggered to our hotel room. As we
arrived, Justin noted he wasn’t feeling
all that well. Moments later, one of our
American friends fell ill.
“Think it could have been the

ensalada mixta the four of us had for
lunch?Maybe the tuna was bad,” Justin
speculated.
It appeared that our attempt to eat

healthily, consuming salads at
lunchtime instead of the greasy fried
foods that make up a typical pilgrim’s
meal, had backfired.
What followed was a 12-hour

showdownwith a nasty case of food
poisoning. Already dehydrated, our
stomachs refused to accept liquid of any
kind while they purged every ounce of
substance from our exhausted bodies.
We were only 40 kilometres, or two

days’ walk, from our destination—

Santiago de Compostela, located in the
northwest corner of Spain— and
unsure that, after weeks of trekking and
overcoming countless obstacles, we
would arrive at our destination. But it
wasn’t the first time such uncertainty
had clouded our journey.

Messner: It’s a bit of a trip to start
walking one day someplace where
people speak one language (French) and
wind up at the end of the day someplace
where they speak a different one—
exclusively (Spanish). By car, by train, in
Europe— sure, of course—but on foot
it’s a striking transition.
Mountain ranges are great at

preserving the languages and cultures of
those people clinging to either side.
How they do this becomes apparent
when one tries to pick a route from
point A on one side to point B on the
other. The options are limited to two:
the modern route— the screaming
autoroute through the valley, or the
ancient pilgrim trail over the top.
Which one seemsmore appealing to
you?
Our decision to start our camino in

France and to march over the Pyrenees
via the ancient pilgrim trail, now called
the Napoleonic route—so named
because Napoleon’s army, if not the man
himself, once snuck into Spain that
way—meant that we were in for a big
climb and a big descent.We expected
the first day, up and just over the top, to
be a tough one, but we knew that the
second day, down the other side, would
be a killer.
Jennifer is an inch shorter than I am,

which is another way of saying that
when she wears high heels, people stare.
For a woman 185 centimetres tall,
problem knees are practically a given.

The likelihood of injury on steep
descents of any length, let alone
700metres, is high.
Our elation on the first day at

walking safe and sound over the
Pyrenees and into Spain turned into
disappointment as the descent took its
toll on Jennifer’s knees. Having stopped
short on the second day, we limped a
short distance on the third to where our
guidebook said we should have ended
on the second.We stayed there two
days, watching people we’d met leave us
behind, knowing it was unlikely we’d
ever see them again. It was excruciating.
It was our first lesson on having

expectations on a pilgrimage.Walk
until you’re ready to stop, and forget
what your guidebook says. It’s a lesson I
am grateful we learned early.

Arends: Pilgrims along the Santiago
carry with them special passports issued
by one of the many pilgrim offices
located along the route or, less
commonly, from a pilgrim association
in their home country. These passports
allow pilgrims to lodge overnight in
albergues, or pilgrim hostels, along the
way.Albergues are run by hospitaleros,
who are often volunteers and whose
role it is to provide hospitality of the
kind neededmost by pilgrims.
While we had the good fortune of

encountering many generous
hospitaleros, there was one that still
stands out in mymind. She operated
very small albergue in Rabé de las
Calzadas, about 12 kilometres outside of
the major city of Burgos.
Having become accustomed to the

peace and quiet of the countryside, we
found the return to the industry, noise
and crowds of Burgos to be toomuch.
So, we decided to walk through the

35

Left: Arends and Messner photographed at Luther College. Centre: Messner ascends into the clouds in the French Pyrenees on day one of the pilgrimage.
Right: Arends pauses at a medieval bridge lookout just outside of Sahagun.
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famous city, turning a shortish 19-click
day into a taxing 32-kilometre-long
marathon.
By the final two kilometres of our

day, I knew something was terribly
wrong with my feet. With every step, it
felt as though I was walking on shards
of glass. My progress had slowed to a
limping shuffle, but somehow we
made it, arriving only a few minutes
before the seven o’clock supper hour.
The hospitalera at the albergue saw us

as we hit her doorstep, and she must
have known instantly that I was in
distress. She ushered us in, gave us a
smiling welcome, acknowledged my
pain with a sympathetic look and told
us to go straight upstairs for a shower.
The rest of the pilgrims, mostly Italian
cyclists, were already gathered around
the common pilgrim table hungrily
awaiting their meal. Our hospitalera
assured us that, in spite of our late
arrival, we would of course be served
supper—but only after cleaning
ourselves up.
Fifteen minutes later, we presented

ourselves in the comfortable pilgrim
dining room and were welcomed by a
full bottle of wine and a piping hot
three-course meal that the hospitalera
had cooked especially for us. A simple
meal never tasted so good.
When we were finished eating, the

hospitalera came in to examine my feet.
On the back of either heel and on the
pad of my left foot were three swollen
blisters, the smallest the size of a nickel
and the largest the size of a toonie.
Armed with iodine, gauze, and a needle
and thread, the kind woman
unflinchingly showed me how to
clean, drain and bandage my blisters.
The next morning, my repeated thanks
were returned with a kind smile and a
gentle refusal: no, thank you.
Thankme?
Our hospitalera voiced a common

sentiment amongst hosts along the
road: it ismy pleasure,my honour, to
serve a pilgrim such as yourself. In
providing hospitality to a pilgrim in
need, she had taken her place as a
participant in theWay of St James.

Messner: I’d been looking forward to
seeing the mountaintop village of
O’Cebreiro since the earliest stages of
planning our trip. Everything I had read
said that the thatch-topped stone
mountain houses of this village, the first
like themwewould see, would be a
visible marker of our entry into the final
stage of the camino. The village would be
our reward for the greatest climb of the
entire trip. FromO’Cebreiro, I’d been
promised, I’d be able to see the path
behind in Castilla y León— the largest
region we’d walked through and the
birthplace of the Spanish language—
and the path ahead through the rugged,
verdant Galicia, whose capital, Santiago
de Compostela, was our ultimate
destination.
We entered the village via one of the

most silent and ancient-seeming of all
the stone-walled paths we had yet
walked. The sudden crowd and babble
of the tourist shops came as a shock.
Themedieval thatch-roofed dwellings
andmountain view seemed to draw the
bus tours as well. A bigger surprise was
that the well-washedmasses that milled
through the souvenir shops and
restaurants of the village’s main
walking street had taken up every bed
in town. Nothing for us at any price.
The last mountain top village we had

stayed in was full as well, but the
hospitalero of one of the village’s private
albergues, seeing the dark clouds
blowing in at alpine speed, told us that
we could spread out on the dining room
floor as long as we arose before the
pilgrims upstairs came down for
breakfast at six o’clock.
No such hospitality in O’Cebreiro. It

seemed that the transformation of the
village from ancient pilgrim refuge into
tourist destinationmeant that no one
running a chic casa rural wanted to
have to rouse unwashed pilgrims and
their smelly boots from the dining room
floor before breakfast could be served.
Walking around a very small village

looking for a place to huddle for the
night— a place where you won’t be
rained on, wind chilled or told to get the

hell out— requires a pretty serious
mental shift. Especially when six dozen
or so other people are doing the same
thing.
Galicia was the greenest corner of

Spain we had yet to see, and we were up
where the weather can change in a
hurry. It seems like every guidebook we
had seen saidGaliciawith a photo of
pilgrims bracing themselves against the
rain under ponchos in an emerald green
countryside.
Believe youme, pilgrim, as far as I

saw, the rain in Spain does not fall
mainly on the plain. Not even close. It
falls on Galicia.
Our down sleeping bags would keep

us warm, but not if they got wet, and
we’d have no way to dry them out for
days if they did. It looked like it would
be a sleepless night for sure.We spent
the night curled up under a stone picnic
table on the edge of town. But luck was
on our side. It didn’t rain, nor did a cold
wind blow. It was one of the best night’s
sleep either of us had had in days.
Two days later, having gotten beds

two nights in a row by the skin of our
teeth, and having noticed people
departing earlier in the morning and
walking faster in a constant race to get a
bed, the night outside seemed great in
comparison.We found a store selling
lightweight tents and bought one.
Free of the rat-race to the next

stopping point and the line-up to get a
bed, able to walk at our pace, stop when
we wanted to stop and exist in the
moment rather than being driven to
reach a destination every day, we were
back on track.
Back on track until our encounter

with bad tuna, that is.

Arends and Messner: The first 12 hours
of the food poisoning were the worst. In
fact, they were so bad that we weren’t
sure we’d have the strength or time
before our return flight to Canada to
complete our journey. But, slowly, we
began to feel better. A couple of days
later, still feeling the effects of our
illness and with little in our stomachs,
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we strapped on our backpacks—which
had becomemuch lighter after we
decided to mail our tents and a few
other heavier items back home— and
began our slow push toward Santiago.
The day we walked into the city was

a beautiful one. The knowledge that we
were going to make it slowed us down,
prompted us to take our time and enjoy
the final 10 kilometres. As we wound
our way into the city, travelling past
busy highways and white-washed
apartment complexes built into the
surrounding hills, we began to feel the
old city drawing near until, suddenly,
we crossed a street and found ourselves
once again in the familiar closeness and
stone of medieval Spain.
And suddenly, there it was.We came

to the crest of a hill, looked up and saw
one of the cathedral towers in the
distance.What a combination of
feelings— excitement that we were so
close to the cathedral, disbelief that we’d
found the strength to make it and

sadness that the journey was suddenly
drawing to a close.
After spending the afternoon in

Santiago, wemade our final pilgrim
stop: a trip into the cathedral to visit the
relics of St James, which was followed
byMass.We hadn’t made it in time for
the big July 25 Feast of St James, nor did
we have much time to spend in
Santiago, but none of that mattered.
There we were, standing in that grand
cathedral where millions of pilgrims,
medieval andmodern, had stood before
us, celebrating and reflecting upon their
own journeys along theWay of St
James.
Throughout our camino, we’d come

to understand that the journey was far
more important than the destination.
After all, our arrival in Santiago was just
one day of our long journey, and behind
that day stood somany other moments,
memories and lessons. As the sun began
to set on our last evening on the camino,
we felt pangs of sadness that our

journey was over, and that feeling
intensified as we flew back over the
Atlantic toward home. From the
moment we set foot on our train bound
for Madrid, we longed to be back on the
road, walking with purpose and
freedom (and, let’s not forget, a pilgrim’s
limp).What we came to realize in the
days and weeks following our return
from Spain was that we faced a new
challenge, one that asked us to find
ways to integrate the lessons of the
camino into our daily lives. And, so, our
camino journey continues on this side of
the Atlantic, one day— and one step—
at a time.

Jennifer Arends is the manager of alumni
relations, development and communications
at Luther College, and Justin Messner is a
policy analyst with the Public Employees
Benefits Agency, Saskatchewan Finance.
The pair's favourite walking tune is
definitely The Ants GoMarching. Hands
down.

Top left: Outside the hillside village of Cirauqui. Top right: The great Cathedral of
Santiago de Compostela. At left: Under a setting sun, Messner looks out over Belarado
from a castle ruin.
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It is an honour to serve as the
president of the University of
Regina Alumni Association. I
am looking forward to a busy
year working with my fellow
Board members on a number
of initiatives and having the
opportunity to meet alumni at
various events across the
country.

The Alumni Association is
governed by a volunteer board
of Directors. These 12 individuals
are dedicated to promoting
and supporting the University
of Regina, its students and
alumni. At the 2010 Annual
General Meeting, the
association welcomed five new
directors to the Board: Gwen
Keith, Jeff Maystruck, Bob
Friedrich, Pearl Yuzicappi and
Kurt Schroeder. In addition, we
appointed former president of
the Association Lisa King as
our representative to the
University of Saskatchewan
Senate and past Board
member Margaret Dagenais as
our representative to the
University of Regina Senate.
The Board also welcomed back
Greg Swanson, who will be
working alongside past
president Charlene Banjac to
develop the Past President’s
Council.

The Board also said good-
bye to a few directors: Shawn
Pearce, Paul Owens and Neil
Jacoby. In addition, Matt
Hanson, who served as our
University of Regina Senate
representative and Byron
Traynor, our University of

Saskatchewan Senate
representative also left the
Board after serving for a
couple of years. The service
and time dedicated to the
Association by these members
is greatly appreciated.

Continuing on the Board is
Richard Kies as first vice-
president, Jay Kirkland as
second vice-president, Colin
Woloshyn as treasurer,
Charlene Banjac as past
president, and Teresa Drew
and Linda Dewhirst as
directors.

Recently, I had the
opportunity to travel to Ottawa
to attend an alumni event at
the prestigious Rideau Club.
This event was well attended
by alumni from the National
Capital Region and I had an
excellent time talking with
everyone who attended. I was
also fortunate enough to travel
to Toronto to attend another
alumni event during a
Roughriders game. Once again
there was an excellent turnout.
It was pleasure meeting alumni
from the Toronto region. I
would like to thank the alumni
in these regions for the work
they are doing to develop a
network of alumni. Their efforts
will be extremely helpful to the
growth of the Alumni
Association. If you are
interested in getting involved,
please feel free to contact the
Alumni Relations office.

The month of November
will also be an extremely busy
time for the Association. In

partnership with the University,
we will be hosting the sixth
annual Alumni Crowning
Achievement Awards (ACAA)
ceremony on November 18.
This year we are honouring
Frank Fowlie (Lifetime
Achievement Award), Elaine
Bourassa (Award for
Professional Achievement),
Doug Folk (Award for
Distinguished Humanitarian
and Community Service), Garth
Fredrickson (Dr. Robert and
Norma Ferguson Award for
Outstanding Service to the
University and the University of
Regina Alumni Association) and
Nick Carleton (Outstanding
Young Alumnus). The
Association is proud to be a
partner in the ACAA ceremony
as we believe it is vital to
acknowledge the
accomplishments and
contributions of alumni. If you
are interested in attending the
event, please visit
www.uregina.ca/alumni/acaa-
event.htm for further
information.

The Association will also be
hosting Huddle at Hudson’s
during the Grey Cup weekend
in Edmonton on November 27.
If you are in the city for the
game, be sure to join fellow
alumni for some fun-filled
football festivities. Information
on this event can be found at
www.uregina.ca/alumni/
e-ae.htm#greycup.

The Association works hard
to engage alumni across this
country through events and

various communications. I
would encourage you, when
possible, to participate in
these events and keep in
contact with the University and
Association. The alumni
network is now 56,000 strong
and continues to grow. The
Association wants to ensure
that the alumni across this
country and around the world
know that you are still a part
of the University of Regina and
are vital to its future.

Sean McEachern

Alumni Association President’s Message
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We depend on our readers to
send us items for Class Notes.
Please e-mail your information
to uralumni@uregina.ca, or
send the old fashioned way to
our mailing address (see
page 3). Digital photos must
be of sufficient quality to
appear in the magazine.
Please note that Degrees is
also posted on our website.

1960–1969
After many years working in
the communications and
marketing field in P.E.I. and
Saskatchewan, including a stint
as senior program manager at
Saskatchewan Communications
Network, Cherie Westmoreland
BA’68 now devotes her time to
her photography. She exhibits
and sells her work locally and
nationally, and works with a
variety of corporate clients.
She also offers workshops that
focus on a contemplative
approach to taking
photographs.

1970–1979
Rhona Steinberg PhD’74
passed away on July 7 after a
courageous battle with cancer.
Steinberg served as a director
of counselling under Student
Services at Simon Fraser
University for a number of
years. She later left SFU and
took a teaching position at
Capilano College in North
Vancouver until health issues
caused her to resign.

Brenda Wallace BEd’77 was
elected national president of
the Canadian Federation of
University Women. She
represented over 9,000
members at the International
Federation of University
Women Conference in Mexico
City in August 2010. She is
only the second person from
Regina to hold this position.

1980–1989
Christine Burton BA’80 was the
recipient of a prestigious
Fulbright Canada scholarship
for a mid-career professional.
She graduated from Harvard in
May 2010 with a master’s in
Public Administration.

David Millar BSc’81 received
the Humanitarian Award for his
volunteer work at the local,
provincial and national level at
the second annual Red Cross
Power of Humanity Gala.

1990–1999
Cara Driscoll BFA’91 was one of
12 artists selected for the
prestigious exhibition Prairie
Excellence, the today and
tomorrow of Prairie Craft.
Driscoll is a ceramicist noted
for her hand-coiling
techniques. She has taught
ceramics at workshops and
educational institutions across
North America.

Michelle Hoyle BSc’95 is
working on her PhD at the
University of Sussex, combining
her love of teaching,
community building and
gaming to examine learning
and motivation.

2000–2010
Bradley Riel BASc’01 received
a law degree from the
University of Washington
School of Law on June 13.

Lois Isnana BSW’05 is a
Community Action Plan for
Children Child Care counsellor
for the Qu’Appelle Haven Safe
Shelter in Fort Qu’Appelle,
Saskatchewan.

Peggy MacDonald MBA’06 was
recently named executive
director of College

Advancement at Langara
College in Vancouver, B.C.

Arch Wong PhD’07 was
promoted to full professor and
appointed academic dean in
the Faculty of Theology at
Ambrose University
College/Ambrose Seminary.

Alex Rhead BA’08 studied
International Studies, a
discipline that led to her
position as the director of
Leadership Development at the
YMCA of Regina. In July she
represented YMCA Canada as a
youth delegate at the 2010
World Alliance in Hong Kong.

Phil Ollenberg BFA’08
presented his research findings
on Regina theatre attendance
habits and attitudes at the
ninth International Colloquium
on Arts, Heritage, Non-Profit
and Social Marketing at King’s
College in London, England,
on September 10. The research
was co-authored with Lisa
Watson and Kathleen Irwin,
both professors at the
University of Regina.

Jaime McGrane BA’08 received
an international scholarship
from the Coady International
Institute at St. Francis Xavier
University. She will be
researching HIV/AIDS programs
in a grassroots organization in
Kenya.

Jill Kergan BA(Hons)’10 is
continuing her education in
London, Ontario, in the
masters of library science
program.

Louis V. Xhignesse, a
professor of social studies at
the University from 1963–1986
died on July 23 at his home
Sherbrooke, Quebec. He was
84. Xhignesse was born on
April 2, 1926, at Queue du
Bois, Belgium. A Scout and
member of the Maquis during
World War II, Xhignesse was
also a glider pilot who set a
distance record in 1950.
In September, 1963, he was

recruited from the University of
Illinois, Champaign-Urbana, to
join the faculty of the
University of Saskatchewan,
Regina Campus.
Influenced by intellectual

giants like Jacques Ellul,
Xhignesse combined insights
from engineering and
advanced technology in
communication with standard
social sciences. As a result, he
fathered the study of ecology
and played a major role in the
Saskatchewan organic farming
movement.
He is predeceased by his

wife in Anne-Marie in October
2006. He is survived by his
daughter Marianne and
grandson Michel-Antoine.

2330 McIntyre Street, Regina, Saskatchewan  S4P 2S2
(306) 525-5250 • Toll-free: 877-225-5250

Trusted 
Financial Advice

Rod Tyler, CFP, R.F.P., CLU
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I Heart Regina
By Sabrina Cataldo BA’97, BJ’99, Cert. PR’04
Photos by Don Hall, University of Regina Photography Department and courtesy of Mark Wihak.

Executive producers of I Heart Regina, Mark Wihak and Vanda Schmockel.

Degrees fall/winter 2010

Following in the spirit of such films
as Paris, je t’aime, and New York, I
Love You, 14 Regina filmmakers,
including 11 University of Regina
grads, came together to pay
homage to the Queen City. I Heart
Regina premiered to strong critical
and public acclaim at the Montreal
World Film Festival in August and
made its hometown debut in
October at the RPL Film Theatre.
Sabrina Cataldo takes a look at the
film and reflects on her own
feelings about what it means to
live in Regina.
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When I was visiting my family in
Rome a few years ago, I was
surprised by the locals’ attitude
toward their city. They walked briskly
by ornate statues and fountains as
though the famous pieces of artwork
and architecture weren’t there. How
can they not appreciate the beauty in
which they live? Why aren’t they
awestruck every time they go past the
Fontana di Trevi?
It wasn’t until I saw the film I Heart

Regina that I realized I do the same
thing with my home town. While
Regina may not have Rome’s status as
a historical world city, it does have a
beauty, history and character that
many of us take for granted or don’t
even notice.
The film tells stories about life in

Regina through the eyes of 14 local
filmmakers, 11 of whom are U of R
alumni; dozens of the cast and crew
also have degrees from the University.
Instead of dwelling on the theme of
love, like other single-city anthology
films, I Heart Regina explores the
complexity of feelings people have for
our city: love/hate, anger/attraction,
enlightenment/ennui. It inspires
audiences to see Regina in a different
way and question our assumptions
about this place.
After watching the film, I saw my

neighbourhood with fresh eyes. The
trees lining the streets are stunning. I
love watching the branches and leaves
go by as I drive to work — fresh
green buds in spring; lush green
leaves in summer; shades of yellow,
orange, red and brown in autumn;
and hoar frost in winter. I remember

hearing once that there are no
naturally occurring trees in Regina.
Each one has been brought in and
planted here. It is inspiring that
people looked at this bald patch of
prairie, envisioned it as a tree-filled
community and then made it so.
Parts of I Heart Regina fill me with

nostalgia. “Ice” by Brian Stockton
BFA’91 makes me remember the time
my mom flooded our patio in the
winter to make an uneven, bumpy ice
rink. “The Ancient Watery World of the
Mosasaur” by Brett Bell BFA’90 brings
back memories of the many hours I’ve
spent, both as a child and as an
adult, at the Royal Saskatchewan
Museum. And “The Ant and the
Elephant” by Mark Wihak BFA’90
reminds me that when Regina people
are bored, we always find a way to
entertain ourselves.
I asked executive producers Wihak

and Vanda Schmockel to choose an
iconic Regina location where we could
meet and chat about the film. “There
aren’t many left,” Wihak says, before
picking the Regina Public Library.
“When I first moved here from

Toronto, I spent a lot of time at the
RPL,” says Schmockel. “The central
branch is an inspiring, busy, vibrant
place. The Dunlop Art Gallery is
invaluable to the city. I don’t know
what I would do without the RPL Film
Theatre. The RPL is like a lifeline for
me.”
I Heart Regina is not only a

response to films like Paris, je t’aime,
it is also inspired by the book,
Regina’s Secret Spaces: Love and Lore
of Local Geography, published by the

Canadian Plains Research Center at
the U of R. “Each filmmaker has used
their own people and places, their
gems in the city, and celebrated them
by creating an accessible story,”
Schmockel says. The result is “13
Stories from the Centre of the
Universe,” a tagline Wihak admits may
seem ridiculous, “But it’s true. We’re
aware that we’re a small city in North
America. But wherever you live, that’s
the centre of your universe. The film is
a statement of our significance.”
When the project began, there were

16 directors, but five — including two
who are Aboriginal and one who is a
visible minority — had to pull out for
various reasons. “We’re really happy
with the film but disappointed that it
didn’t have as much diversity. The film
doesn’t represent the city’s Aboriginal
population, and we wanted that,”
Wihak says. With short notice to
replace the filmmakers, Wihak
approached a few of his former
students.
H. Mauricio Carvajal BFA’05 was

thrilled to get the call. His film, “A
Foreign Song,” explores the harsh
reality many immigrants to our
country face. “People with medical,
engineering and business degrees
come legally to Canada, but once
they’re here, they are denied their
accreditations if they are from certain
countries. Doctors become taxi drivers;
engineers become cleaning men.”
Carvajal was born in Colombia and

came to Canada when he was 17 with
the intent to take seven months of
English as a second language at the U
of R and then return home. He ended

Left: Nils Sorensen. Right: H. Mauricio Carvajal.
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up getting a degree and staying.
Carvajal became a Canadian resident
in 2008 and will apply for citizenship
in 2011.
His film stands out because there is

no dialogue until the end, and even
then it is in Spanish. “When you come
here by yourself, you keep a lot of
stuff inside — you become reclusive,”
Carvajal says. “You don’t speak or
understand the language. It is a story
a lot of immigrants can relate to.”
With mere weeks to pull the film

together, Carvajal secured the First
Nations University of Canada as a
location and asked head of the
Department of Anthropology Carlos
David Londoño Sulkin to take on the
lead role. Londoño Sulkin is a former
professor of Carvajal’s and a
Colombian immigrant. Even though the
first day of shooting lasted more than
eight hours, “he never complained,
and he had never acted before,” says
Carvajal. “He was fantastic.”
When I asked Carvajal to choose an

iconic Regina place to meet and talk,
he suggested the immigrant
recognition sculpture outside City Hall.
“As funny as this will sound, one of
the pieces in the sculpture is me.” He
wasn’t kidding: there he is, cast in
bronze along with eight other Regina
immigrants.
It is a moving work of art, and it

makes me think about what it was
like for my father when he immigrated
to Regina at the age of 17. He left
everything — his friends, family and
life — behind in Italy to take a chance
on a new life here. I wonder if he
knew how cold the winters are before
he came.

Says Carvajal, “We all have
immigrant roots. Everyone is
Canadian, but if you ask someone
where they’re from, they always say
other nations before Canada. That’s
the beauty of living here.”
While Carvajal’s piece is a solemn

one, the other stories in I Heart
Regina range from the comedic to the
surreal to the heart-wrenching. “It
reminds me of a mix tape,” says
Schmockel. “We structured the film by
the seasons, so you will have a comic
piece next to a serious piece. The
contrast plays up the elements of
each film.”
The interstitial sequences shot by

Nils Sorensen BFA’08 bring the
13 individual stories together into a
unified film. “Sometimes, you can’t
tell where one film ends and a new
one begins,” says Wihak.
“We were very conscious that the

scenes should reset the audience so
they could go into the new film fresh
but feel that they had the last film in
their back pocket,” says Sorensen.
The sequences situate the film firmly
in Regina, with shots of iconic
locations such as Wascana Park and
the Farmers’ Market. “The in-between
scenes give a sense that this is a
community, this is a real location, and
this is how it looks and feels
throughout the year,” he says.
While the other filmmakers shot for

two days, Sorensen spent a year
filming in order to show the city’s
transformation from season to season.
“When you have the camera with you
all the time, you’re more likely to find
those little quirky moments that you
don’t usually get to capture.”

When asked about his favourite
Regina location, Sorensen chooses the
13th Avenue Coffee House. “I was
born and raised in a small town, and
Regina was the very first city that I
lived in,” he says. “A place like the
13th Avenue Coffee House, where you
can get vegetarian meals and
speciality coffees, surrounded by the
great people who live in Cathedral,
that’s something I had never
experienced before.”
His comment makes me crave one

of the coffee house’s green curry rice
bowls. Mmmmm.
All the connections between the

film and the U of R got me thinking
about the role the University plays in
our city. Wihak, who also teaches at
the U of R, considers it the most
stimulating and diverse place to be in
Regina. “The U of R keeps the water
in the tank clean. There are always
new people coming to the city, and
others moving back. It’s one of the
things that keeps the flow into the
province and the intellectual level of
the city bubbling away.”

Sabrina Cataldo is a Regina writer,
social media junkie, and
communications goddess. She has too
many cats and lives down by the tracks,
but is mostly harmless. She looks
forward to completing her master’s of
arts in English in 2011, after which she
will have the time to live and heart life
to the fullest.

D

Production stills from three stories in I Heart Regina. Cast members (clockwise from top right) June Kim, Stewart Coward and Bryce Schlamp.
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A $240.00 Value for only $100.00*
Take a look at this special Regina nostalgic o�ering.  
The first 100 buyers will get an unprecedented package of  
six fantastic Regina legacy books… three Rider books,  
one Regina Pats book and two tributes to the  
city of Regina itself.

Saskatchewan Roughriders 
First 100 years
Seven Rider historians cover the 
Club’s first 100 years through 
five distinct eras. You will 
thoroughly enjoy the five era 
all-star teams and the naming of 
the Top 100 Riders of all time. 
Hardcover—344 pages, color 
Suggested retail—$54.95

The Regina Pats
Darrell Davis and Ron Johnston 
pay tribute to the 90 year history 
of the stored franchise from Al 
Ritchie, Frank Mario, Bill Hicke, 
Fran Huck, Dennis Sobchuk, Dale 
Derkatch to Jordan Eberle and 
hundreds more. Scoring stats 
are included for every year from 
inception through 2007–2008. 
Hardcover—272 pages
Suggested retail—$49.95

West Riders Best
They say your first time is the 
most memorable. Author 
Rob Vanstone pays tribute to 
the building of the Lancaster-
Reed era, the first Grey Cup 
championship in 1966 and what 
happens in following seasons  
for the team.
Softcover—320 pages 
Suggested retail—$34.95

The Big Dig
Bob Hughes pays tribute to 
the magnificent and daunting 
task of deepening the mighty 
Wascana Lake in one of the 
most compelling projects in the 
history of Regina.
Hardcover—128 pages, color
Suggested retail—$34.95

The Greatest Grey Cup Ever
Vanstone extends his tributes in 
similar fashion to the 1989 Rider 
Grey Cup win which has often 
been described, as the title says, 
The Greatest Grey Cup Ever, with 
their thrilling 43-40 victory over 
Hamilton in 1989. 
Hardcover—320 pages; 207 pictures, color
Suggested retail—$34.95

Regina’s First 100 years
Artist William Argan and Authors 
Gordon Staseson & Pam Cowan 
pay tribute to the building, 
people and businesses that laid 
the foundation for the first 100 
years and set the ground work 
down for the city’s entry into the 
next 100 years.
Hardcover—396 pages
Suggested retail—$39.95
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